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chain 

Our strong supply

How DMK ensures millions of people are fed.



Field commoooooonication 
The code of cows: Cows are able to communicate 
with one another and share their feelings by using 
their voices and facial expressions! They can warn 
others of danger if they spot wildlife or convey a 
sense of stress or excitement while waiting for food, 
say scientists from the University of Sydney.

Sources: 1. European Scientist, 2. NDR, 3. WDR

Good  
to know!

First came the pandemic, now there’s a war, plus container congestion and soaring 
costs. All that is pushing our company to ever further limits. These are demanding times 
for each and every one of us, personally as well as professionally. 

But we are still managing to get our nearly 2,000 products to supermarkets, hotels, 
industrial and commercial kitchens and more. That is thanks to the hard work of our 
farmers, logistics specialists, milk tanker drivers, laboratory staff, production workers, 
distributors and countless others. 

Managing to keep our supply chain running so reliably is no easy job. It is a real feat, 
especially when you do not know whether crucial ingredients are going to be delivered, 
enough drivers are available and if you can find alternative feed for your cows when 
goods are stuck in Ukraine. Our next worry is how to respond if there is a gas embargo, 
given how much energy our production facilities need. 

All in all, it felt like time for a deep dive into our logistics, so in this issue, we are focus-
ing on the supply chain (pp. 12–25). After all, it is thanks to the hard work of every single 
person involved in the process, from the moment a cow is milked to the product on the 
shelves, that we can deliver so reliably. All are aware that these are extraordinary cir-
cumstances that require us to be quick, smart and strategic in adapting each step in the 
process to the events unfolding on the world stage. 

People want and need dairy goods. That is why they are among the best-selling retail 
products, a fact shown time and again by industry studies and polls (p. 46). As perish-
able products, they are and will remain part of national critical infrastructure, a fact 
policymakers recognize and will not forget.

So it is also a question of confidence, whether we are talking about consumers who can 
rely on finding their favorite dairy products in stores, or employees concerned about job 
security. And farmers, whose work is the very foundation of the whole supply chain. We 
have what it takes. We know that we can handle a crisis as we have handled several al-
ready. Crises also help drive important change – something we are also seeing right now. 
The company has never before enjoyed so many impressive new initiatives!

We hope you enjoy reading this issue,

Best regards,

Dear readers,

Oliver Bartelt

Sweet dreams
Some inventions come about by 
accident. Back in the winter of 1905, 
Frank Epperson of San Francisco 
made lemonade from soda powder 
and water then left it outside over-
night, with the wooden stirrer still 
standing in the glass. By morning, it 
had frozen solid, creating the world’s 
first popsicle. Years later, Epperson 
patented his accidental discovery.

Modish outfits  
from milk
Fashion made from milk: Anke Domaske, 
a designer from Lower Saxony, creates 
sustainable clothing entirely out of milk. 
She uses fabric fibers made of casein that 
is found in sour milk. Her fabric is antibac-
terial, biodegradable and does not smell.

Oliver Bartelt
Head of Communications, DMK Group 

We have  
what it takes
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T he supply 
chain is 
like a 
well-

oiled machine. 
All the com-
ponents work 
smoothly 
together, from 
milking to col-
lecting, stor-
ing, producing, 
transporting, sell-
ing, in a cycle that 
keeps on moving. The 
supply chain is crucial. 
Without it, products would not 
reach supermarkets. The process has to 
be both flexible and precise, as sensitive 
and responsive to change as a seismo-
graph. It must be able to anticipate well 
in advance the factors that could affect 
its success, whether these are droughts, 
pandemics or energy shortages. It is a 
highly complex logistical system. 

Right now, the whole world, including 
DMK, faces challenges that could not 
be predicted a few months ago. Those 
changes have unleashed a new era and 
are shaping and influencing every single 
area of work. How can DMK continue 

to bring top quality goods to 
market amid the dramatic 

upheaval unleashed by 
war, the pandemic, 

soaring prices for 
energy and raw 
materials, in addition 
to ever changing 
agricultural and 
nutritional trends? 

Reduce the risks 

Logistics Director Hart-
mut Buck describes working 

on the supply chain day in, day 
out as a little bit like a strategy game 
that has several unknown factors. He 
and his team are responsible for ensur-
ing goods leave the plants and reach 
their destinations whether by truck, 
trains or shipping container. In Ger-
many, it barely takes 48 hours from the 
moment a customer places an order to 
the time it reaches their warehouse.

Those in charge of managing the lo-
gistics coordinate all the steps, making 
sure everyone involved carries out their 
task and connects so the process runs 
smoothly. DMK ships freight around 
the world each day, stacked on pallets 

Road runner –  trucks like these bring 
freight to the remotest parts of Germany 
on a daily basis. DMK’s transport logistics
team weighs up every eventuality to 
guarantee punctual delivery.

for trucks, placed in cheese 
crates or shipping contain-
ers for ocean voyages. 
Blocks of cheese, grated 

cheese, puddings, cream and 
milk are all distributed around 

the globe to destinations throughout 
Saudi Arabia, Africa and Asia.  

In the freight sector, logistics func-
tions a bit like a game of dominoes. 
The system only works if each and 
every link is in the right place. That 
starts with entering the customer’s 
order and checking the product is 
available. Next, specialist software 
calculates the loading space available 
in the different kinds of trucks. The 
logistics team gives the orders to the 
freight forwarders who then plan the 
shipment, allocate the routes and 
coordinate the loading times. Then, 
once the system has all the informa-
tion, the routes are transmitted to 
the warehouses in the evening, by 
about 10 pm. During the night, the 
products are picked, prepared and 
then loaded the following day. “The 
shortage of freight space means we 
often face particular challenges,” 

says Buck. At present, he says, 
there are no guarantees that the 
entire process up to the point 
of delivery will go exactly as 
planned.   

Ten steps  
ahead

DMK relies on an eco-
nomical and flexible 
distribution strategy 
thanks to Ron Geerds, 
Head of Transport Logis-
tics. DMK Logistics does not 
have its own fleet but works with a 
large number of forwarders, who spe-
cialize in a range of different areas.  
“That gives us a broad base and means 
we have alternative transport options 
if needed,” says Geerds. Such flexibil-
ity was important as companies were 
struggling with a shortage of drivers 
even before the pandemic broke out. 
“Many Ukrainians have gone off to 
fight, not knowing if or when they will 
return.” That exacerbates the situation 
considerably, he says. For he and his 
team, working in logistics means  

keeping a constant eye on the 
news. From COVID-19 to the 

 lockdowns in China to the con-
tainer ship that blocked the 
Suez Canal, all affected how 

far ships were able to stick 
to their planned times of 

departure. “At the mo-
ment, it’s only about 30 
percent.”  
Colleagues throughout 
the company work to 

counteract all the uncer-
tainty, from the internal 

sales team who book ship-
ping companies to the warehouse 

logistics staff. The teams make sure 
they are thinking ten steps ahead. And 
to better anticipate shipping delays, 
staff are currently testing a software 
provider that monitors all shipping 
movements and processes them in 
real time using GPS data. 

“This time, we 
are facing a whole 

new set of  
challenges.”

Hartmut Buck,  
Director Logistics.

A well-organized supply chain is the heart of a dairy. 
From milking to production to sales, countless people 

are busy making sure everything keeps moving, despite 
the pandemic and war.

WE

In Germany,  
9 out of  10  

households 
regularly have dairy products in their 
refrigerator. Dairy goods are among 

the largest retail food groups. 
Dairies like DMK make sure 
those goods are available, 

feeding millions of 
people.

IN THE KNOW

Ø  
48 

hours 
… pass from the placing 
of the order to delivery 

to the customer’s 
warehouse.
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ing process for all of us that will have a lasting ef-
fect on the company. This new work culture is fun 
for everyone, and if everyone gets involved, there 
is still a lot we can achieve.”
 
“Preparation times were too long 
in one of our production facili-

ties. That made it 
harder to plan, 

led to higher 
costs and 
was frus-
trating for 
employees. We held a two-

day workshop to find a way of 
getting a handle on the situa-

tion, moderated by CI engineers 
and bringing together colleagues from 

different areas of the plant for the first time. It was 
important for everyone to have their say. These dis-
cussions provided the key to identifying the sources 
of errors in the production process. We got a lot out 
of the workshop and still meet up regularly to work 
on the issues we identified and eliminate the causes. 
In the long term, downtime will be reduced and we 
will be able to implement our plans, week by week. 
That will not only save costs and reduce waste but 
also reduce the stress on employees and ensure 
there are fewer errors. I notice that everyone has 
become more mindful. It’s remarkable that TIGER 
has opened employees’ eyes and now they want to 
pitch in even more.”  

“At wheyco, our attendance 
rate showed that we had to 

do more for our employ-
ees in the areas of health, 
exercise and prevention. 
That led to talks between 
the management, plant 
management and the 

works council. It was clear 
that we wanted to tackle the 

issue together. Since we are a 
production site where people do jobs that are 
physically demanding, we wanted to show 
initiative as part of our occupational health 

management program. We carried out a survey 
among employees and  managers to find out what 
people needed. We evaluated the results and de-
veloped a holistic concept, with the support of our 
partner: Whole-body training and walking sessions, 
breaks where people kept moving and did exercises 
shaped for those working in the control room, 
lab and warehouse. We also introduced monthly 
focus topics, with health checkups, nutrition, 
stress management and more. Employees attended 

lectures on balanced nutrition or had spinal health 
screenings. That all improved our attendance rate. 
We are proud of the process of exchange, with 
employees from different departments getting to 
know each other through this format. We are now 
working on bringing this to more 
and more people.” 

“As part of TIGER we are 
currently working on intro-
ducing shop floor conver-
sations in different areas. 
We as CI engineers ask 
where there may be a prob-
lem at the plant, or where 
there is need for improvement. 
As a team, we compare our levels 
of knowledge and figure out 
who would be most suited as a 
participant, how often, where 
and what the exchange should 
contain, to address the problem 
in the long term and implement 
potentials. As a CI engineer, I sup-
port the teams, helping them to pro-
ceed methodically, improve production processes 
and work transparently. I am surprised again and 
again by the diversity of the input. Fortunately we 
have a “hungry” CI community in the background 
– it does not take long before I find a CI engineer 
who is working on the same topic or who already 
has experience in that area. All that helps share 
synergies across Business Units and plants - among 
the CI engineers as well as employees, who now 
have much more contact with their colleagues 
from other business units.”

T his is the Year of the Tiger. 
People born under this sign 
are said to have courage, 
energy, drive, optimism, self-

confidence and a willingness to take risks, 
according to the Chinese zodiac. DMK also 
wants to promote these strengths among 
employees. With its motto #stayhungry, 
the TIGER program is more than a slogan, 
it’s an attitude. It is about changing mind-
sets, optimizing workflows and enabling 
people to take more responsibility. Every 
single employee can get involved, every 
opinion counts when it comes to plan-
ning projects, cooperating and making 
decisions. In order to drive these areas 
forward, teams work closely with Continu-
ous Improvement (CI) engineers who act 
as coaches, psychologists, mediators and 
organizers. Four DMK employees told us 
how the program launched in 2020 is pay-
ing off for them. 

The Tiger buckets: The DMK Group wants to 
continuously improve in these six areas. 

DMK launched the TIGER 
continuous improvement 
program two years ago. It has 
brought new dynamism to 
many areas of work.

“When we started with 
TIGER two years ago, I was 

curious to see how our col-
leagues would react. We quickly discovered that 
everyone is open to continuous improvement. Two 
years on, we can proudly say that we have raised 
the improvement potential thanks to everyone’s 
commitment. Last year we improved by 18 mil-
lion euros, this year we are planning on 14 million 
euros and we will achieve that as well. While some 
of this would of course have been achieved even 
without the continuous improvement program, 
our methodical and structured approach ensures 
the savings are sustainable. It is also important 
that everyone recognizes the benefits for them-
selves. The CI engineers act as coaches and helpers 
in the plants. It’s motivating for our employees 
when they can contribute their diverse expertise 
and when people listen to their ideas and imple-
ment them. There is also a lively transfer of knowl-
edge within the CI community. The engineers 
know how agile working, project management and 
a feedback culture work, and they reinforce this 
culture together with our managers in the plants. 
CI engineers are also constantly reflecting on their 
own work to continuously improve themselves 
as well. That process of constantly questioning 
themselves and thinking through what they do is 
fundamentally important, to encourage others to 
do the same in their daily work. Everyone soon 
notices where work is still needed! We often un-
consciously slide into being negative: “I would like 
to, but...” TIGER is all about positive motivation 
and everyone finding solutions together. When 
I have done everything I can, then I am able to 
say, “I have done everything within my possibili-
ties to make sure we keep getting better.” Positive 
leadership and solution-oriented communication 
are much more helpful than pessimism in difficult 
situations. That may sound trite, but it is a learn-

“It is about  
finding solutions.”

Matthias Schrader, 
Programm Manager  

Continuous  
Improvement.

BIRTHDAYHAPPY

The power  
of teams

“The  
attendance rate 
has improved.” 

Marcus Grabbert  
Works Council in  

Altentreptow.

“Everyone  
is more  

mindful.” 

Ramazan Sahin 
Team Coordinator  

Ice Cream,  
Everswinkel.

“Improving  
production processes 

in small steps.” 

Robert Gerboth 
CI Engineer in Erfurt.

COMPANY
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750,000
… liters of raw milk become yogurt, fruit quark, desserts, 
mascarpone cheese, buttermilk, cream and long-life products every 
day at DMK in Erfurt. Maintenance engineer Dirk Rothe knows all 
the machines involved inside out, as well as the nuts and bolts he 
carries in his toolbox. His photo shows the moment the sun came 
out after a shower, shining a golden light on the alley between  
the high-bay and the UHT milk site.

FACTS & FIGURES FACTS & FIGURES
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Maturing,  
tasting and 
testing
 
Dirk Euwens tries 
MILRAM cheese 
varieties and decides 
whether to discard or 
keep them. 

 “W ith any cheese, including  MILRAM, 
the taste is related to the aging pro-
cess, it’s one of the most important 
steps in the process. Finding the 

right ripening cultures requires a high level of exper-
tise. Slight variations in temperature, for example, can 
lead to very different results in terms of the sensory 
perception, meaning the taste experience. So in the 
development process, we try out different aging models 
at the same time. For the Sylter, we developed a new 
type of aging membrane with our partners that enables 
special natural aging. This is what gives it its distinctive 
taste and consistency.”

Acid for flavor 
Each type of cheese has its own 

starter recipe, which affects the taste, 
texture and the formation of eyes. The 
starter for Gouda gives the cheese a 
great deal of flavor and causes gases to 
form that create the eyes in the cheese. 
Meanwhile cheese that is ripened in 
foil has a less intense taste and eyes do 
not form. We inoculate the skimmed 
milk with a starter culture to culti-
vate the lactic acid. The real trick is to 
develop combinations that are not easy 
to imitate. A starter culture can consist 
of hundreds of bacterial strains. Which 
strains develop depends on the type 
of culture and the cheese-making 
process. 

Nuances are decisive 
Alongside the starter, further 

cultures are added to some cheeses 
to give them additional character or 
accelerate the ripening process. A 
good Gouda does not need additional 
cultures. However, a nice Maasdam 
does. As gas forms, that creates eyes in 
the cheese as well as the slightly nutty, 
sweet taste. Other possible flavors are 
sweet, savory, roasted or tart. The 
cultures affect the texture, determin-
ing how firm, crumbly or slice-able 

the cheese will be. The culture only 
becomes active later when the cheese 
is maturing under the right environ-
mental conditions.

Rennet is essential
Lastly, a vegetarian version of rennet 

is added to the milk. It is an enzyme 
that helps the proteins coagulate, sepa-
rating them from the watery whey. If 
the rennet fails to interact well with 
the acidity regulator during the ripen-
ing process, the cheese can wind up 
tasting bitter. 

Firming up
Next the cheese is drained in a 

column with sections. The mass of 
curds sinks down and the residual 
whey is drained off. How much whey 
is removed partly determines how 
firm the block of cheese will be, so the 
plant is adapted to the characteristics 
desired of the cheese. Foil-ripened 
cheese that is cut into slices needs to 
be firmer than a piece of young Gouda. 
The firmness of the cheese does not in-
fluence the taste but it does determine 
the texture and mouth feel, so it affects 
the tasting experience overall. In the 
whey removal plant, the lower part of 
the block of curd is cut off and slides 

into a cheese mold. A lid is then placed 
on the mold, then it is pressed several 
times. The pressing process does not 
influence the taste, but it affects the 
formation of the rind and the quality. 
If the pressing process is not carried 
out properly, too much whey is left in 
the cheese, making it sour.

Salt bath
After pressing, the cheese is placed 

in a large brine bath for some time, 
to slow down the process of acidifica-
tion, improve its shelf life and make it 
firmer and more tasty. The cheese can 
be brined for between a few hours to 
several days. And no, the brine bath 
is not simply a container of salt water, 
it is a special culture of yeasts, molds, 
salt and bacteria that has a particular 
pH value. The salt and organisms influ-
ence the taste of the cheese. When it 
comes to making cheese, everything 
depends on good production, which 
also means good technology. The 
process is then rounded off with the 
maturing, tasting and testing of the 
cheese.”

The art  
cheese

Few foods embody 
pleasure, tradition 

and variety the way 
cheese does. How do 

producers manage 
to create tastes that 
appeal to millions of 

people? Two product 
developers provide 

some insights. 

 “A ctually, it is pretty ironic 
that I, of all people, am 
a product developer 
for cheese. I couldn’t 

stand the taste of it until I was 21 years 
old. Now, I can’t imagine life without 
cheese. I’m proud to have worked on 
the recipe for the award-winning Zoete-
weijde from Uniekaas Holland, together 
with my colleagues. Creating the right 
taste is an art, it involves trial and error, 
consideration and discernment. The 
taste depends a series of factors, such 
as the degree it is ripened, ingredients 
such as lactic acid starters and rennet, 
on the machine settings and, last 
but not least: Our milk.

Thousands of possible flavors
Cheese is one of the most 

important foods there is. There 
are more than 4,500 varie-

ties worldwide, each 
created thanks to 

the knowledge 
and experi-

ence of a master cheese 
maker. That makes 
tasting an important 
tool in assessing qual-
ity. Colleagues who 
are specially trained 
assess properties such 
as taste, odor, color and 
consistency, in processes that 
are carefully defined and mapped out. 
Based on their assessments, we know 
whether we have reached our goal or 
or whether we need a new series of 
tests. Taste, of course, is a matter of 
debate! Meanwhile the market and 

customer needs are also  evolving 
constantly. 

So for us as developers, 
we have to keep trying 
things out until we truly 
achieve the taste we are 
aiming for.

The influence of feed
As developers, we have to 

take many things into account: 
If cows are given feed that partly 
contains onions or wheat-yeast concen-
trate, that definitely affects the taste of 
the cheese. Silage feed, for example, 
contains butyric acid bacteria that can 
enter the milk. Alongside the taste, 
that also affects quality, because a high 
butyric acid content can mean the 
cheese cracks or swells. 

Anything can happen
The slightly creamy taste, which 

can be spicy, piquant or mild, is also 
thanks to the good quality of the raw 
milk that provides the basis for the 
product. Dairy farmers really influence 
the taste and quality of the cheese.

“We work with 
different ripening 

models.”

Dirk Euwens,  
Head of R 

&D BU Industry

“Everything 
depends on good 

technique.”

Sander Broersma,  
Product Developer  

at DOC Kaas.

LINK
Check out our  
“Born To Cheese”  
videos.  

of
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“We have found that honest 
corporate communication improves 
our credibility, with consumers  
and with our employees. When 
it comes to sustainability, 
we want to make it clear 
that we must improve the 
environment and the social 
situation for the coming 
generations.”

Sandra Coy

Spokeswoman Corporate  
Responsibility & Quality, Tchibo

Press play!

“Companies and soccer clubs need 
values, a core, a stance. It is eas-
ier to change if you have shared 

 basic values, as you always have 
 something you can fall back on.” 

Marco Bode

European soccer champion

DMK’s popular “Denkfutter” podcast is expanding.  
Each new episode features a different guest who joins the  
two moderators, providing ever more lively exchanges.

Discussions 
about succeed-
ing in football 
and in business. 
Available from  
all podcast pro-
viders, search for 
“Denkfutter”.

 “The cooperative is 
the best form of 

enterprise,  
because it is 
a system of 
equals. It is 

about playing 
as a team. It’s 

our job to man-
age all the  

different 
thoughts, moods 
and views so that 

things work out  
in the best  

possible way.”
 

Oliver Bartelt

Global Head of  
Communications,  

DMK Group

“I don’t think criticism is bad, 
for me it is all part of feedback. 
That also includes accepting 

negative criticism,  
filtering out the best  

and implementing some 
of it. That sharpens the 
senses. But personal 
criticism should not be 
too harsh or below  
the belt.” 

Oke Göttlich

President  
FC St. Pauli

P ut on your earphones, start the podcast 
and let your mind wander: Soccer and 
corporate culture – do they have anything 
in common? Absolutely! European soc-

cer champion Marco Bode and DMK Global Head of 
Communications Oliver Bartelt have been chatting 
about the parallels between the two worlds for more 
than a year and sharing their insights in a podcast 
called “Denkfutter,” meaning “food for thought.”

 Now, they are opening their studio to further guests, 
to share even more expertise and reflections. The guests 
have come from a range of industries, including Oke 

Göttlich, President of St. Pauli football club; Sandra Coy, 
Tchibo company spokeswoman; and future and trend 
researcher Tristan Horx. Fun is the main thing, in their 
chats, not dry shop talk. These are meetings of true soc-
cer fans who share views on the beautiful game and find 
they have a great deal in common:  
What strategies from their industry also apply in the 
world of professional sports and vice versa? Are there 
parallels when it comes to teamwork, culture, the setting 
of goals, diversity, sustainability and motivation? Here 
are a few quotes that show some of the many similarities 
between these different worlds.

“We have to act on the issue of 
sustainability, but at the same 

time, we also have to under-
stand that different cultures and 

countries have different goals. 
Otherwise we wind up telling the 

rest of the world what to do.” 

Ranga Yogeshwar

Science journalist  
and author

“A culture of discussion can 
often be painful. But it is an 

essential part of good,  
productive thinking and  

communicating.”

Tristan Horx

researches digitization, globalization, 
trends and the future
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MILRAM’s new “Completely Delicious”  
campaign promotes environmental awareness  
and responsibility by reducing food waste. 

Who knew? You can make limp car-
rots crisp and crunchy again - and 
you can use carrot greens to create 
a fresh and tasty pesto. Meanwhile 
it is best to keep your packaged 
cheese in the central part of your 
refrigerator. These life hacks, plus 
recipes for food that seems old, 
are set to go viral this summer via 
MILRAM’s Instagram, Pinterest 
and Facebook pages. “Completely 
Delicious” aims to inspire a sense of 
environmental responsibility when 
it comes to food, so less “good” 
food winds up in the garbage can.  
“We set out to conserve resources 
to help nature and the environ-
ment,” says Gabriele Siegmann, 
Marketing Manager BU Brand.

Inspiring the community
The videos, pictures, hacks, recipes 
and challenges all provide food for 
thought when it comes to turn-
ing food that may seem old into 
appealing meals. MILRAM is also 
working on sustainable packaging, 
saving material and continuously 
improving recyclability. The new 
400-gram porridge cup already uses 
around 30% less plastic compared to 
conventional cups. MILRAM is also 
taking to social media to tell users 
more about packaging, whether 
it can be recycled and how best to 

 dispose of it. “Sometimes consumers 
wonder why the MILRAM porridge 
cup comes with an extra cardboard 
sleeve, or want to know more about 
the lid on our spring quark,” says 
Siegmann. “We want to share our 
knowledge and engage with people 
as equals.” MILRAM is also working 
together with farmers to promote 
biodiversity, creating flowering 
meadows to give insects a home. 
Insect hotels are also being offered 
as prizes to excite social media 
users about these issues. Readers 
learn that the wooden houses can 
serve as a retreat for insects of all 
kinds, protecting them from harm.

UHT cream is a core product 
in the Oldenburger brand.

Even more 
Oldenburger 
UHT cream

Our goal is to support and  
inspire chefs worldwide who 
are using our dairy products.  
A request came from China 
for a more stable UHT cream 
for fancy cakes and desserts 
and to top beverages. Old-
enburg Professional Perfor-
mance Whipping Cream is 
DMK International’s response, 
a first-class new product for 
the Chinese catering trade. It 
can be whipped easily and its 
creamy, stable foam is perfect 
for desserts and creating ro-
settes on cakes, for example. 
The whipped cream can re-
tain its shape and consistency 
for up to three days when 
kept cool. 

Extra stable: Whipped cream  
for the Chinese market.

MILRAM ON THE ROAD TO 

On Instagram and other platforms, 
MILRAM shares better ways to 
store food. 
 
The social media campaign  
shares a series of ways to  
enjoy eating cheese.

PREPARATION
Separate the stalks from 
the carrot greens. Discard 
the stems. Peel the garlic 
and mix with the mint, 
a pinch of salt and the 
cashew nuts. Place it all 
in a blender. 

Finely grate the lemon 
peel, squeeze the juice 
and add the olive oil.
 
Finely puree your pesto, 
then stir in some Parme-
san cheese and MILRAM 
spring quark. 

Ingredients 
4 people

 • 1 bunch of carrots  
plus greens 

 • 1 clove of garlic

 • 3 sprigs of mint

 • salt

 • 1 handful of  
cashew nuts

 • ½ lemon

 • approx. 100 ml olive oil

 • 30 g grated  
Parmesan cheese

 •  1 pack of MILRAM 
spring quark

CARROT GREEN PESTO

The social media  
campaign features  

recipes for sustainable 
cuisine such  
as this dish:

HOW TO

Bring older food 
 to the front!

           SUSTAINABILITY

MILRAM offered two insect hotels 
as prizes in social media to promote 
biodiversity.

And if you forget a product at the back 

of the refrigerator, and it has reached 

or passed its best-before date?

KEEP AN OVERVIEW

BRANDWORLD BRANDWORLD
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Open  
Exchange: 
Young people 
took part in a 
discussion to 
address pre-
conceptions 
about milk 
production 
and con-
sumption.

„R each out and com-
municate with us, 
don’t troll us!” is 
how 27-year-old 

Katharina Leyschulte sums up how to 
handle her generation. A young farmer 
from Westerkappeln in North Rhine 
Westphalia, she was one of the guests at 
“Let’s talk milch,” a panel discussion held 
in Hamburg at the end of April. Part of a 
campaign by the Initiative Milch, it was a 
relaxed exchange between young influ-
encers, farmers and consumers and was 
also broadcast live online. The event 
aimed to start a conversation with 
young people and get them excited 
about milk. “The industry has a duty 
to communicate here, as Generation 
Z wants to know who’s responsible 
for quality, sustainability, and 
animal welfare in production,” 
says Managing Director Kerstin 
Wriedt. She adds that dairy 
products are present in almost 
every refrigerator in the country, 
as part of a balanced, climate-
friendly diet including vegeta-
bles, fruit and cereals. 

 

Social networks as  
an opportunity

Leyschulte used the discussion as 
a chance to address and dispel mis-
conceptions about her area of work. 
She repeatedly encounters misinfor-
mation about milk production online, 
she says. “We have a modern cattle 
barn that offers the animals a species-
appropriate environment and we use 
digital tools to support our work with the 
herd.” That is something many consum-
ers are not aware of, she says.  

Talking and direct contact is enor-
mously important, says influencer Sarah 
Emmerich, 23, an expert in digital 
marketing. “In social media, you find 
bubbles of information forming that only 
give young people a one-dimensional set 
of opinions.” Often, young people are 
undecided and unsure about their eating 
habits, she says.  
When it comes to eating, Generation Z, 
which means those born between 1995 
to 2010, are guided by habit, health 
consciousness and well-being. However, 
price, taste and regionalism also matter 
to them. Nutrition represents iden-
tity and lifestyle for three quarters of 
16 – 29 year-olds, according to a survey 
by Civey research institute. Around a 
quarter pursue a vegetarian diet and 
just under four percent are vegan. 
What does all that mean for industry 
communication? 

Thinking ahead 
More contact is needed with this genera-

tion, is the conclusion drawn by Kerstin Wriedt. 
“And that is what we are doing,” she adds. The 
Initiative Milch is already present in social me-
dia platforms such as Instagram and TikTok, and 
young farmers are busy sharing their experiences on 
YouTube. In addition, further panel discussions are 
planned this summer, alongside web and podcasts 
involving famous figures such as actor Jimi Blue 
Ochsenknecht, celebrity chef Philipp Stein, barista 
Mo and DMK employees Anne Buchholz and Chris 
Siedentopp. The first five episodes of the podcast 
can be found at www.initiative-milch.de and on 
Spotify, Apple Music, Deezer and Tidal, all podcast 
platforms, alongside Instagram and TikTok, the 
more established channels social media platforms.  
Find more at @initiativemilch.

DMK is reaching out to 
Generation Z to address 
people’s concerns about 

nutrition. The Milk Initiative 
is entering a dialogue, 

through social media and 
in live talks. 

Plain talk 
on all  

platforms

A bright and cheery look to get people excited 
about milk and all related issues, is the  
approach taken by industry communication.  

Ingo Müller and Dr. Philipp Inderhees head 
out to attend conferences worldwide. 

On stage

Dairy Congress in  
Munich: Presenting  
Vision 2030  
Plant-based products are 
an integral part of the 
DMK Group’s sustainabil-
ity strategy. Dr. Philipp 
Inderhees, Global Head of 
Corporate Strategy, said 
DMK is responding to the 
trend towards vegan diets, 
in his address to dairy 

industry representatives 
at the 14th LZ Molkerei 
Kongress at the Hilton 
Munich Airport. However, 
at the same time, demand 
for protein is increasing 
worldwide, Inderhees said. 
Furthermore, DMK is com-
mitted to improving its 
ecological footprint when 
it comes to how dairy 
products are made. 

German Raiffeisen Day 
in Berlin: Cooperatives 
are driving change 
Some 270 executives from 
cooperative companies 
met academics and politi-
cians for an event called 
“Changing times – how to 
continue the transforma-
tion?” held in early June 
in Berlin. They focused 

on security of food and 
energy supply, among 
other issues. Ingo Müller, 
CEO DMK, spoke about the 
cooperative’s commitment 
to the transition to green 
energy, climate and species 
conservation. Cooperatives 
are drivers and providers 
of ideas and solutions for 
transformation, he said.

Philipp Inderhees,  
Global Head of 
Corporate Strategy, 
DMK Group 

Ingo Müller,  
CEO DMK 
 (right)

Sarah Emmerich           
Influencer

A native of Frankfurt, she 
runs an agency for influenc-
er marketing and is a social 
media expert. The 24-year-
old is committed to talking 
openly about milk on social 
media platforms. 

Katharina Leyschulte 
Farmer 

Together with her family, 
the 27-year-old runs a 
dairy farm in NRW. She 
welcomes the fact that 
more and more young 
consumers are interested 
in nutrition, animal 
welfare and climate 
protection.

Faces of the industry 
campaign
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INDUSTRY DMK IN THE WORLD

In search  
of the sun!

1  x Foldable E-Bike
Leon Koetting Ostereistedt

10 x  MILRAM Beach towel
Martin Linsel Andisleben 
Sabine Dickmann Wangersen
Cor vd Laar Waalwijk
Gerrich Görtz Westerstede 
Lukas Schiewe Bohmte
Marco Dopp Altentreptow
Diekmann Carsten Hatten-Sandkrug
Vera Schüttel Löningen
Hildburg Janßen Ovelgönne
Sven Werbach Zimmernsupra

10 x  WMF Travel Mug
Mario Kaufmann Plaue
Patrick Hilbert Hohenwestedt
Oke Pauls Bredstedt 
Mihriban Avkaya Buchholz in der Nordheide
Ole Linda Flensburg
Andreas Thale Lingen
Jörn Kuhlmann Edewecht
Silvana Schierenberg Lohne
Hildegard Feuersträter Westkirchen
Aileen Kuck Ovelgönne

Congratulations 
 to the winners of  
our last contest:

Here’s how:  
Preparation time: 30 minutes + 1 hour to marinate 

Step 1:  
Pour the olive oil into a 
bowl and add half of the 
raspberries. Mash them 
with a fork. Add 1 tea-
spoon of the mustard, salt 
and pepper and combine. 
Spread the raspberry mix 
over the steaks and let 
them rest for 1 hour. 

Step 2: 
Wash the parsley, shake it 
dry then chop it finely. Mix 
the MILRAM three-onion 
quark with 1 tablespoon 
of the parsley, the rest of 
the mustard, then coarsely 
chop the raspberries and 
mix it all together. Refrig-
erate until ready to serve. 

Step 3: 
For the herb crust, toss 
the remaining parsley 
with MILRAM Good 
Butter, MILRAM Grated 
Cheese PizzaLiebe and the 

breadcrumbs. Heat the 
barbecue and take the 
steaks out of the mari-
nade. Depending on how 
rare you like your steak, 
cook over high heat for 
between 1 and 4 minutes 
on each side. 

Step 4: 
Spread the cheese crust 
mixture on the grilled 
steaks and close the lid 
of the barbecue for 1 to 
2 minutes so that the 
cheese can melt. Let the 
steaks with the herb 
crust rest for 5 minutes 
then serve with the onion 
quark dip. Enjoy! 
Difficulty level: EasySend us a picture:

  Readers
Pictures

We feature the best pictures sent to us by DMK readers at the front of the maga-
zine*. Send us your favorite photo and briefly tell us who and what is in the picture. 
We would also love to hear why you like the image and what it means to you. 
Capture a special moment, whether it’s an artistic still life, a lively group shot or a 
moment of delight – your creativity knows no limits!
*(e.g. see FACTS & FIGURES pages 6-7). Eligible: Employees + cooperative members of the DMK Group

Summer time is all about  
sunshine. All that heat and 
light makes dairy farmers smile 
too. After all, it’s thanks to the 
sunshine that agriculture exists 
at all. As with everything in life, 
it’s all about the right amount. 

At DMK we are doing everything 
we can to protect the planet so 

the sun can keep on shining on a 
safe and healthy planet in future, 

too. We promote biodiversity, we’re 
reducing emissions and we’re conserving 

resources. That’s great news for the sun 
and everything beneath it. Find pictures of 

a smiling sunshine dotted throughout this 
magazine (pages 6–55) for a chance to win one of 
a slew of summery prizes.
 

Send us the number:  

By email to:  
milchwelt@dmk.de,  
with “Puzzle” in the subject line

or by post to: 
DMK Deutsches  
Milchkontor GmbH 
Katrin Poppe  
Flughafenallee 17  
28199 Bremen

Important: Please include your first 
name and surname, address and 
DMK location!

Deadline for entries:  
4 September 2022
Only employees and cooperative members of the 
DMK Group are eligible to participate

Ingredients  
2 portions 

• 1  tablespoon olive oil 

• 100 g raspberries

• 2 teaspoons mustard

• Salt, pepper

• 2 Steaks  
(e.g. rump steak)

• ¼ bunch parsley

• 1 pot MILRAM  
3 onions quark

• 2 tablespoons  
MILRAM Good Butter 

• 75 g MILRAM grated 
cheese PizzaLiebe

• 2 tablespoons  
breadcrumbs

Goodbye, bratwurst! If you’re planning to treat yourself 
and your loved ones to a special summer dinner, try this 
steak recipe instead. These crispy grilled steaks coated in 
fresh herbs will be a real winner. The irresistible combina-
tion of parsley, cheese and our popular three-onion quark 
goes perfectly with the sweetness of the raspberry dip. 

Here’s how: 
Email your picture to:   
milchwelt@dmk.de  
with “Reader photo” in  
the subject line. 

Important: 
1. Please include your first name and 
surname, address, job title and DMK 
location!
2. The picture has to be high resolu-
tion and in landscape format. 
3. No photo collages please! 
Deadline for entries: 15 October 2022

The solution number from the  
last competition is:  21

10 x
MILRAM 
Wall clock

MILRAM
Cool box

10 x
MILRAM
Parasol  
and base 

LINK
Find more  
recipes at  

www. milram.de

A magical 
marinade!

Match juicy herb-crusted steaks with 
a tasty raspberry dip for the highlight 
of your next barbecue night. 

3 x

PUZZLE RECIPE
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Sustainability  
in the Annual  
Report

LINK
Find out more about  

sustainability at DMK: 
www.dmk.de

You can hear another  
interesting conversation  
on this topic between  
DMK CEO Ingo Müller, CFO 
Frank Claassen and Ranga 
Yogeshwar. Follow the link 
below or scan the QR code.

Otherwise, we will find ourselves starting 
to tell the rest of the world what to do. How-
ever, if we don’t do anything ourselves, the 
change will take too long and the  effects will 
become increasingly plain.  

Socially, we are divided.  
Is sustainability as an issue 
 well-established in industry? 

I am still seeing contradictory behavior, 
unfortunately. My airline gives me bonus 
points once I fly 170,000 air miles, for 
example. That’s absurd! The airline should 
slap me and say, “Stop, it’s too much 
pollution, change your behavior or your 
flights will become really expensive from 
now on.” But that would run counter to 
companies’ economic goals. The real art is 
finding the right balance. 

Is it even possible to change  
the economy in such a way that  
companies focus on reducing  
consumption? 

What is clear is that there are not 
enough resources for all of the people 
worldwide to share the same lifestyle 
that we enjoy. We need new ways of 
thinking. Up until now, growth has been 
based on material resources. In the 
future, however, value will be created in 
a different way. Nowadays, the wealthi-
est companies are more likely to be the 
ones producing software, so thoughts 
rather than products. They are supply-
ing ways of thinking but not telling the 
world what to do. This is the start of a 
new way of thinking entrepreneurially. 

We will still be producing tangible 
products in the future though. 

And for that we need environmentally-
friendly technology. Technology has 
already made photovoltaic cells much 
more usable nowadays than they were 
a decade ago, for example. This is a 
form of renewable energy that is much 
cheaper than coal or nuclear power. The 
biggest parts of change will be rethink-
ing the economy and a reform of energy 
procurement. 

The dairy industry gets criticized a 
lot. But one glass of cow’s milk has 
the same carbon footprint as six 
minutes of streaming online. But you 
almost never hear people criticizing 
streaming.

Well, I do see 
 criticism of how much energy is consumed 
in digitization. But we are also seeing new 
ways of thinking in this area as well. Take 
the fact that some server farms are located 
in Iceland, where it is relatively cool, which 
reduces the heat generated by computers.  
I can imagine that we won’t have servers in 
Germany or the US any more, a few years 
from now. They will be in countries where 
the conditions are better. 

As a dairy, to us it seems as though 
people are pretty selective in the way 
they think about consumption. There 
are supermarket shelves packed with 
sustainable products but many peo-
ple take that for granted. But given 
all the crises we are facing, you can’t 
take functioning supply chains for 
granted any more. 

Yes, today we have a very specific idea of 
how something should be, in order for us 
to believe it is right. We have to question 
that and adapt. Take organic products, 
for example. Ideally, they would all be 
made by hand. But high-tech dairies don’t 
resemble those pictures on the packaging 
that show chickens strutting around a 
farm, against a backdrop of cows munch-
ing grass in a meadow. I often used to 
help out on a small farm in Luxembourg 
which had eight cows. They were kept in a 
dark barn and to me, they didn’t seem to 
be very comfortable. As a society, we do a 
lot of wishful thinking. But what we need 
is for each person to look a little deeper 
and ask themselves, how can animals live 
in dignity? A cow might prefer to live on a 
high-tech farm rather than a pretty little 
farm where the barn is pitch black.

Sustainability is an issue that plays 
a major role globally and for us as 
a dairy. Consumer desires are not 
always aligned with what they find 
in supermarkets and what they are 
 willing to pay. What do we know 
about consumers?  
Ranga Yogeshwar: If we ask people on the 
street to explain what sustainability means, 
we would get a pretty varied response. 
Some people say it is about much more than 
climate change. Others puzzle over whether 
it has anything to do with the environment 
at all. This ambiguity shows that for many 
people, the issue is not a top priority, despite 
the fact that we have been living beyond our 
means for a long time. We consume a mas-
sive amount of the world’s resources and that 
means future generations will not be able to 
enjoy life as much as we do. As consumers, 
we want to have everything, as well as a clear 
conscience. We grew up in a world where 
wealth and possessions were important 
and now, we are facing moral questions. Is 
increasing prosperity the goal? Or is it about 
how much CO2 you can emit to be happy? 
Consumers are torn.  

Which way are they leaning? 
Towards insight, I hope. We have to 

change our focus. Technological progress 
was long the credo for economic success, 
even for me as a scientist. But how we want 
to use technology in the future and to what 
aim? It is not about renouncing prosperity, 
but rather about changing our perspective 
and improving our quality of life. Let me 
give you an example: Before the pandemic, 
I used to fly to Berlin for countless meet-
ings and wound up wasting a lot of time 
sitting in trains or waiting rooms. Today 
I do a lot online and my CO2 footprint has 
shrunk dramatically. We have to be in-
novative and work out what options have 
a positive effect, for us and for the globe. 

We are going from one crisis to the 
next. Will this change the way we 
think?

Possibly. But the crucial thing is chang-
ing awareness, not only on a national level 
but worldwide. And that is more difficult, as 
some countries are only now able to afford 
the economic luxuries that we have long 
taken for granted. We have to act on the issue 
of sustainability, but on the other hand, we 
also have to understand that different cul-
tures and countries have different goals.  
 

How can we live more sustainably?  
TV presenter and physicist Ranga Yogeshwar 
on the opportunities we have as a company 
and society to take on global challenges. 

“We need  
new ways of 
thinking”

The Person  
Ranga Yogeshwar, 62, is a 
physicist, science journalist and 
author with Indian roots. He 
first found a wider audience 
through a show called “Quarks & 
Co” in 1993. He then presented 
ARD’s environmental magazine 
“Globus” until 2002. He later 
presented “W wie Wissen” 
from 2006 to 2007. A father of 
four, he lives with his family in 
Luxembourg. 

SUSTAINABILITY SUSTAINABILITY
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PULLING TOGETHER 
Portrait: Farmers, 
entrepreneurs with  
big hearts, are helping  
Ukrainian refugees.

INSIDE INSIDE
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750,000
… liters of raw milk become yogurt, fruit quark, desserts, 
mascarpone cheese, buttermilk, cream and long-life products every 
day at DMK in Erfurt. Maintenance engineer Dirk Rothe knows all 
the machines involved inside out, as well as the nuts and bolts he 
carries in his toolbox. His photo shows the moment the sun came 
out after a shower, shining a golden light on the alley between  
the high-bay and the UHT milk site.

FACTS & FIGURES FACTS & FIGURES
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1
… second’s distraction can put your whole 
life in danger. Milk tanker drivers took part 
in a safety course at the Edewecht plant, 
with a simulator showing the dangers 
of not wearing a seat belt, driving under 
the influence of alcohol or tailgating. The 
session will be held in Zeven next year.

FACTS & FIGURES FACTS & FIGURES
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20
… percent less CO2: That is DMK’s target in  
the sustainability strategy. The reduction will 
help the environment, says CEO Ingo Müller in 
the latest annual report. Researchers including 
Tristan Horx and science journalist Ranga 
Yogeshwar also share insights. Find the full 
report at dmk.de/2021  

FACTS & FIGURES FACTS & FIGURES
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T he supply 
chain is 
like a 
well-

oiled machine. 
All the com-
ponents work 
smoothly 
together, from 
milking to col-
lecting, stor-
ing, producing, 
transporting, sell-
ing, in a cycle that 
keeps on moving. The 
supply chain is crucial. 
Without it, products would not 
reach supermarkets. The process has to 
be both flexible and precise, as sensitive 
and responsive to change as a seismo-
graph. It must be able to anticipate well 
in advance the factors that could affect 
its success, whether these are droughts, 
pandemics or energy shortages. It is a 
highly complex logistical system. 

Right now, the whole world, including 
DMK, faces challenges that could not 
be predicted a few months ago. Those 
changes have unleashed a new era and 
are shaping and influencing every single 
area of work. How can DMK continue 

to bring top quality goods to 
market amid the dramatic 

upheaval unleashed by 
war, the pandemic, 

soaring prices for 
energy and raw 
materials, in addition 
to ever changing 
agricultural and 
nutritional trends? 

Reduce the risks 

Logistics Director Hart-
mut Buck describes working 

on the supply chain day in, day 
out as a little bit like a strategy game 
that has several unknown factors. He 
and his team are responsible for ensur-
ing goods leave the plants and reach 
their destinations whether by truck, 
trains or shipping container. In Ger-
many, it barely takes 48 hours from the 
moment a customer places an order to 
the time it reaches their warehouse.

Those in charge of managing the lo-
gistics coordinate all the steps, making 
sure everyone involved carries out their 
task and connects so the process runs 
smoothly. DMK ships freight around 
the world each day, stacked on pallets 

Road runner –  trucks like these bring 
freight to the remotest parts of Germany 
on a daily basis. DMK’s transport logistics
team weighs up every eventuality to 
guarantee punctual delivery.

for trucks, placed in cheese 
crates or shipping contain-
ers for ocean voyages. 
Blocks of cheese, grated 

cheese, puddings, cream and 
milk are all distributed around 

the globe to destinations throughout 
Saudi Arabia, Africa and Asia.  

In the freight sector, logistics func-
tions a bit like a game of dominoes. 
The system only works if each and 
every link is in the right place. That 
starts with entering the customer’s 
order and checking the product is 
available. Next, specialist software 
calculates the loading space available 
in the different kinds of trucks. The 
logistics team gives the orders to the 
freight forwarders who then plan the 
shipment, allocate the routes and 
coordinate the loading times. Then, 
once the system has all the informa-
tion, the routes are transmitted to 
the warehouses in the evening, by 
about 10 pm. During the night, the 
products are picked, prepared and 
then loaded the following day. “The 
shortage of freight space means we 
often face particular challenges,” 

says Buck. At present, he says, 
there are no guarantees that the 
entire process up to the point 
of delivery will go exactly as 
planned.   

Ten steps  
ahead

DMK relies on an eco-
nomical and flexible 
distribution strategy 
thanks to Ron Geerds, 
Head of Transport Logis-
tics. DMK Logistics does not 
have its own fleet but works with a 
large number of forwarders, who spe-
cialize in a range of different areas.  
“That gives us a broad base and means 
we have alternative transport options 
if needed,” says Geerds. Such flexibil-
ity was important as companies were 
struggling with a shortage of drivers 
even before the pandemic broke out. 
“Many Ukrainians have gone off to 
fight, not knowing if or when they will 
return.” That exacerbates the situation 
considerably, he says. For he and his 
team, working in logistics means  

keeping a constant eye on the 
news. From COVID-19 to the 

 lockdowns in China to the con-
tainer ship that blocked the 
Suez Canal, all affected how 

far ships were able to stick 
to their planned times of 

departure. “At the mo-
ment, it’s only about 30 
percent.”  
Colleagues throughout 
the company work to 

counteract all the uncer-
tainty, from the internal 

sales team who book ship-
ping companies to the warehouse 

logistics staff. The teams make sure 
they are thinking ten steps ahead. And 
to better anticipate shipping delays, 
staff are currently testing a software 
provider that monitors all shipping 
movements and processes them in 
real time using GPS data. 

“This time, we 
are facing a whole 

new set of  
challenges.”

Hartmut Buck,  
Director Logistics.

A well-organized supply chain is the heart of a dairy. 
From milking to production to sales, countless people 

are busy making sure everything keeps moving, despite 
the pandemic and war.

WE

In Germany,  
9 out of  10  

households 
regularly have dairy products in their 
refrigerator. Dairy goods are among 

the largest retail food groups. 
Dairies like DMK make sure 
those goods are available, 

feeding millions of 
people.

IN THE KNOW

Ø  
48 

hours 
… pass from the placing 
of the order to delivery 

to the customer’s 
warehouse.

TOP-TOPICTOP-TOPIC
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“That helps 
us respond 
more quickly and 
enables clients to follow their 
goods online.”

He has seen plenty of crises in the 
past, even if they didn’t compare to the 
current situation. You need a great deal 
of tact and excellent communication 
skills when things don’t go according 
to plan every day, says Geerds. “Route 
planning, customer service and mer-
chandise planning are all being pushed 
to their limits on almost a daily basis.” 
If goods are going to be late due to a 
traffic jam, the team gets in touch with 
the customer’s receiving department 
staff, asking them if they can stay open 
a bit later. “Cooperation is absolutely 
fundamental, in our industry.” 

Meanwhile, as the price of diesel 
rises rapidly due to the war, the team 
has to pull together to find solutions in 
other areas as well. DMK is supporting 
transport service providers, for exam-
ple, in order to ensure deliveries can be 
maintained and to secure freight space. 
The customer is at the center of all of 
these business decisions  – and custom-
ers want punctuality. So the team 
needs to be flexible if another product 
is needed at short notice, for example, 
or if there’s a disruption in the plants 
or warehouses, or traffic is delayed. 
Mostly, these solutions need to be 

found under significant time pres-
sure. So far, though, the goods 

have always made it to the 
supermarkets, says Geerds.  

Speed, strong nerves and good 
teamwork are needed at every 
stage of the supply chain.

Hartmut Buck and his colleague Ron 
Geerds are sure this will continue to be 
the case in the future. But that requires 
swift work, effective teams and strong 
nerves on the part of all those who 
together sustain the supply chain. 
They rely on solid teamwork and staff 
who are motivated and experienced. 
“When you all work together to resolve 
a difficult situation, you always share a 
huge sense of achievement at the end.”

Hunting for vital vitamins

His colleague Heike Fastenau-
Gross shares these views. She 
is head of Central Purchasing 
at DMK and is responsible 
for packaging materials and 
ingredients, including crucial 
additives such as oils and fats 
that carry flavor and enable 
people to absorb certain 
vitamins. Plus, they af-
fect the consistency of 
many products. Starch 
from potatoes or wheat 
serves as a binding and 
carrier, for example, 
while herbs and spices add 
flavor, stimulate the appetite 
and help people digest food better. 

Right now, Fastenau-Gross and her 
whole purchasing team are struggling 
with supply bottlenecks affecting mus-
tard and wheat that is stuck in Ukraine. 
Plus, China’s zero-COVID strategy 
brought ports and factories to a stand-
still, with Shanghai’s 25 million resi-
dents in lockdown for weeks, unable to 
leave their homes. That meant a stop to 
trucks carrying raw materials or goods 
for sea transport. “China is the most 
important market for vitamins and 
minerals,” she says. Take vitamin K, 
for example, a key baby food additive. 
A further 300 ingredients DMK needs 
also come from China.  

More than  
80  

percent   
of the world’s chives 

comes from 
China.

“Route planning, 
customer service and 
merchandise planning 
are all pushed to their 

limits almost daily.” 

Ron Geerds, Head of  
Transport Logistics.

“DMK has 
managed to keep 

producing without 
interruption.” 

Heike Fastenau-Gross, 
Director Corporate 

Procurement.

Meanwhile more than 80 percent of the 
world’s chives are from China, too. That 
affects products like MILRAM spring 
quark. “But even if we don’t source 
chives from there, we face difficulties 
because there is enormous demand 
and very few suppliers worldwide.” The 
team deals with shortages in a range of 
ways. They build up stock early on, so 
they have some supplies set aside. They 
source goods from other countries and 
they also test alternative ingredients. 
And just as Germany’s Economics 
Minister is currently looking different 

sources of gas, her team is also busy 
putting out feelers to find substi-
tutes or do alternative deals. So 

far, things have always worked 
out well, she says. Even though 
DMK has to procure more than 
8,000 ingredients and materi-

als every year from markets 
around the world, it is 

managing to maintain 
production, virtually 
without pause. Like the 
freight staff, her team 
also uses digital tools 

to warn suppliers of any 
possible problems early on 

in the process, to make sure 
there is no interruption to the supply 

of packaging materials. “These meas-
ures are working a lot more quickly 
than in the past thanks to DMK’s trans-
formation,” she says.  

“We can adjust 
our planning 
much more 
quickly.” Crises, 
she says, are ul-
timately always an 
opportunity to try out 
projects that were on hold 
or develop software faster than planned.  

Orchestra of net-working

Digital tools are also crucial for plan-
ning and keeping an overview, if you 
ask Sophie Gennies, Director Supply 
Chain Optimization. Her job is to moni-
tor and match customer requirements 
with incoming milk and capacities – 
while ensuring DMK gets the best 
value. She starts planning around 
18 months in advance, on average. 
DMK has more than 2,000 products. 
When things don’t go according to 
plan, she manages by working together 
with the teams from Sales, Planning, 
Raw Material Control, the plants, and 
many other areas. “There are often dif-
ferences between the milk we receive, 
customer demand and capacities at the 
individual plants,” she says. Gennies 
then makes suggestions as to how to 
reschedule. Every day, the manage-
ment team assesses the situation anew. 
“When the pandemic first broke out, 
there was nothing that was not af-
fected,” she says. 

A container ship in Hamburg port: It takes 
weeks for freight to reach its destination. On 
average, goods need 100 days to get to Asia 
and back, up from just 80 before the war 
and lockdown.Ø 

2,000  
products  

make up  
DMK’s range. 
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for which raw materials? Which 
comes first, oil for French 
fries or for baby food? How 
will politicians set priorities 
for critical infrastructure? 

Precious  
power supplies

Setting priorities is some-
thing that Klaus Landwehr 
specializes in, as Head of Energy 
Management. He spends his time calculating 
the current quantities of energy available 
and working out how much more is needed 
in order to ensure the plants can keep 
running, even in crisis. If less gas is avail-
able, that would mean massive restrictions 
on production as the plants require large 
amounts of energy. “The pandemic and the 
war are driving prices up to astronomical 
levels,” he says. “It’s having a severe impact 
on companies that haven’t stocked up 
for the long term.” DMK expects the gas 
price to stay high or to rise even further, 
if the war continues in Ukraine. How will 
this affect other products and markets? 
Landwehr is constantly considering these 
questions. Besides supply and demand, 
there are risk premiums involved, which 
translate into rising costs on almost all 
goods for industry and consumers alike. 

Before and after

In the past, before the war and the pan-
demic, DMK and other German industry 
producers did not face any particular chal-
lenges in terms of the price of gas and the 
quantities available. The prices were accept-
able, as were the volumes, says Landwehr. 
Demand for carbon-neutral or low-carbon 
products was rising, he notes. Now, DMK 
is now steering towards renewable energy, 
with a series of measures under way. “We 
are now procuring some initial e-vehicles for 
the fleet,” he says. “A team is currently ad-
dressing issues such as charging infrastruc-
ture and billing models.” Meanwhile DMK is 
looking into hydrogen engines for milk col-
lection trucks. He lists all the areas he and 
his team are currently working on: “Biogas, 
hydrogen, using off-site heat sources, using 

surplus heat from companies 
nearby - we’re looking into how 

feasible these are and how 
we could implement these 
approaches.” None of these 
would be options in the short 
term, he says, adding that the 
team is working harder than 

ever on making these possible. 

Necessary measures

“If gas supplies are interrupted, we have 
to react flexibly, depending on the needs of 
each particular site. Even though the gov-
ernment is ensuring gas storage facilities are 
being filled gradually, lawmakers will likely 
reserve the gas that’s stored for use during 
the winter,” says Klaus Landwehr. While the 
German government has raised its outlook 
on the energy situation to the “alarm” level, 
the company hasn’t faced a reduction in 
gas quantities yet. For now, the country is 
using all the network and storage operators’ 
available supplies, on the market and in the 
network. Once these run out, and the gov-
ernment escalates the situation to “emer-
gency” level, meaning producers must scale 
back their gas consumption, DMK will 
activate its own crisis management 
plans and reporting structures. For 
now, the sites are using simulation 
tools specially for this situation, to 
work out possible scenarios if there 
was a sudden halt to supply, based 
on the amount of gas they need. 
They will submit these to the central 
crisis management team for further 
review. The process would involve 
extensive redirection, with the 
crisis management team decid-
ing how raw materials should be 
allocated and what quantities of 
goods can be produced with the 
ingredients, packaging and other 
resources that are available. This 
enormous logistical process requires 
extreme flexibility, and the capacity to 
respond to the goods that are available. 
“It is a massive challenge for the whole 
industry, one that has never been practiced 
before,” Landwehr says. “We can only 
hope this situation never comes to pass.”

Consumption suddenly shifted as 
 people stayed at home due to restric-
tions, prompting a shift in demand for 
particular products. There was a sharp 
increase in demand for ready-made 
pizza alongside a surge in the need for 
grated cheese in the B2B sector. “We 
couldn’t rely on historical data, we 

had to start over from scratch!” The 
team was unable to transfer any of 
the information about pre-pandemic 

product flows to the current situati-
on. “I think in terms of inventories 
and utilization,” she says. 
That is truer than ever these 
days, she says, with more and 
more ingredients and packaging 

materials difficult to come by, 
either through delays or with no 

supplies available at all. But they are 
focused on the task in hand. “Every day, 
our job is to process the raw material 
milk our farmers provide into the way 
that delivers the best possible added 
value for our customers,” says Director 
Supply Chain Optimization.  

Flexible customers

Everything has gone smoothly so far, 
she says, despite the pandemic 
and and war, even though 
many of the effects will 
only be felt further down 
the line. That allows her 
time to develop possible 
strategies for different 

scenarios. The customer plays a huge role in 
this process. “We need to involve custom-
ers if we are going to keep having to deal 
with bottlenecks,” she says. For example, 
“flexibility is needed if there’s a shortage of 
aluminum affecting the lids to cover pots of 
quark, or if the labels are in short supply.” 
Possible scenarios could include using pack-
aging that is only made of cardboard, or 
providing quark for customers to fill directly 
into plastic Tupperware containers. These 
possibilities do not yet come into question 
but Gennies probably wouldn’t be doing the 
job she is today if she wasn’t preparing for 
such eventualities. 

Alternative raw materials?

Any shortage of raw materials is likely to 
impact almost all of DMK’s products, which 
in turn influences the recipes in terms of 
how the products are made and the in-
gredients that are used. Some 60 percent 
of the sunflower oil DMK procures comes 
from Ukraine. It is used in making baby 
food, among other things. Product develop-
ment, Purchasing and Quality Assurance 
are currently working at top speed to find 
solutions. “We can still produce all prod-
ucts with the quantities that are currently 

available,” says Patrick Weber, Managing 
Director Operations DP Supply. There 

is also hope that oil can be pro-
duced from sunflowers that were 

sown in areas not yet affected by 
the war. “We are assuming that 
there will be at least some 
sunflower oil available,” he 
says. “What is clear, though, 
is that the situation on the 
market is pretty strained, 
given the shortage.” Poli-

tics plays a crucial role 
in food production, 

in his view. Who 
has the right to 

first refusal 

Herbs, oils, flavors – 
the ingredients in DMK 
products come from all 
over the world.

“I think in 
terms of  

inventories.” 

Sophie Gennies,  
 Director Supply Chain 

Optimization.

“We are still 
able to produce 

all our products with 
the quantities that are 
currently available.” 

Patrick Weber,  
Managing Director  

Operations DP 
Supply.

“If gas 
supplies are 

interrupted, we 
would try and be 

highly flexible in our 
response.” 

Klaus Landwehr,  
Head of Energy 
Management.
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Better revenues
How can these needs be met? What is the 

dairy doing to help? Services such as the fixed-
price model are providing at least some relief, 
by helping secure a stable milk price over a 
longer period of time. 

The milk price is one ray of light. The farmers’ 
economic situation is considerably improved by 
the farm-gate price of 50 cents per kilo of milk, 
almost 30 percent more than it was 15 months 
ago. “That has noticeably brightened people’s 
mood,” says Hein, an agricultural economist. 
“Even if many are using the money primarily to 
service debts they have from the past.” 

Taking responsibility 

Farmers are emotionally attached to their 
farms. “They do everything they can to keep 
them going,” says Hein, who also comes from 
a former dairy farm himself. Thinking ahead, 
forecasting storms, tilling fields depending on 
the weather are all part of their DNA. “They 
need a certain level of freedom and a more ac-
tive role in political decision-making processes in 

order to be able to do their jobs.” Particularly in 
times of crisis, their pragmatism can pay off, he 
says. “Farmers who delivered reliably during the 
pandemic are still doing so now,” says Hein. That 
DMK’s supply chain has remained intact has 
much to do with their commitment and belief in 
their profession. 

That applies to everyone involved in the en-
tire, complex supply chain, he says. Everyone 
helps out in their area to make sure that DMK 
remains a reliable company that consumers 
can trust. 

A look at the full supermarket shelves 
speaks volumes.

Milk: Core product
The heart of the supply chain, however, 

is the milk that farmers provide, forming 
the basis of most DMK products. Despite the 
pandemic and other unexpected events, farm-
ers are still delivering raw milk as regularly 

as clockwork. They are supporting milk 
tanker drivers and, as true entrepreneurs, 
are always willing to go the extra mile to 
pitch in amid labor shortages on farms. 

“They are aware that they are the 
first link in the supply chain,” says 
Dr. Klaus A. Hein, managing director 

Deutsches Milchkontor. But even 
before the pandemic, farmers 

were facing challenges that 
were causing severe financial 
difficulties. The droughts in 
2018 and 2019 led to consider-
able losses of food supply for 
cows on some farms, leading 

to lower milk yields. “All these 
were and remain part of the 

daily uncertainties farmers are 
facing, and for some, they are caus-

ing massive problems.”  
Some regions are again struggling with drought 
and dry conditions. And as the war continues, 
farmers are forecasting feed shortages, as key 
parts come from Ukraine. Furthermore, there 
are shortages of spare parts for technical equip-
ment and of construction materials. “The costs 
of fertilizer, energy and feed have risen dramati-
cally,” Hein says. Prohibitive costs, or the lack of 
necessary parts, mean farmers cannot carry out 
the construction projects they were planning, 
which in turn means they cannot finance them 
as originally planned.  

Feed shortages, staff shortages,  
new animal welfare requirements –    
despite the higher milk price, farmers 
are struggling due to the bottlenecks on 
the raw materials market.

Teamwork is in farmers’ blood.  
Especially in times of crisis, cooperating pays off.

“They are aware 
that they are the 

first link in the supply 
chain.”  

Dr. Klaus A. Hein, 
Managing Director 

Deutsches Milchkontor.

The situation is also uncertain when it comes to 
organic feed. Volumes of milk are not growing, 
despite the high milk price, due to high produc-
tion costs, labor shortages and little capacity in 
the barns due to structural changes. Farmers 
who want to build a barn also need to obtain 
a large number of permits. “It’s important to 
openly address what are sometimes signifi-
cant fears about the future as well as people’s 
ongoing frustrations.” After all, what farmers 
really want is the ability and security to be 
able to plan and meet their long-term goals.

“The start of the war has made the situa-
tion for us farmers significantly harder. It is 
almost impossible to plan anything. But there 
is also light in the darkness: the trend on 
the dairy market is very positive, people are 
eating plenty of dairy products despite the 
higher prices, and I believe the payout price 
will stay at this level for a while. That gives us 
farmers tailwind! Rising food prices are also 
an opportunity, because they mean people 
place a greater value on food. To ensure that 
milk as a raw material remains a reliable link 
in the supply chain in the future, market play-
ers and policymakers have to do their part 
too. We have highly trained farmers who will 
rise to this challenging occasion and adapt 
their farms to meet society’s needs. But that 
costs money. We need to find a more honest 
basis for cooperation: on the one hand with 
politicians who are making the decisions and 
on the other with food retailers. Agriculture 
needs to be supported on a permanent basis, 
not just in phases.”

Henning Steffens, farmer.

“This gives us  
farmers tailwind.”

MILRAM spring
quark, one of
DMK’s most
popular products.
The fact that
consumers can
just pick it off
the shelf is a
real tribute to
suppliers.
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4. Transport

Our milk collection team picks 
up the farmers’ milk every one 

to three days and brings it to the 
assigned plant.

The route a DMK product  
takes, from the barn to the  
supermarket shelf.

2. Milking

Dairy cows are usually milked two to three times 
a day, rising up to four times in some farms with 

automatic milking systems.

3. Storage 

The raw milk is then stored in a 
special tank on the farm where 

it’s kept cool before being  
collected.

8. Preparing the  
ingredients  

The product ingredients, such as 
cream, oil, herbs and spices, plus the 
packaging materials, are prepared, 

ready for the next stage. 

7. Production

After the raw milk is cleaned and the 
cream is separated, the skimmed milk is 
heated and cooled. Lactic acid bacteria 

breaks down the lactose, raises the 
acidity and coagulates the milk protein. 
The whey is separated and the skimmed 

quark is ready for further processing.

5. Product development

Research & Development staff create new 
products and improve recipes each day. 

They often work together with customers 
on improvements. 

10. Filling  

Once it is ready, the quark 
is placed in different sized 

containers. 

11. Packing 

The products are automatically loaded into  
special trays, with a special sheet of cardboard to 

hold the pots firmly in place. These are then  
loaded onto pallets. 

14. Collection 

DMK Logistics assembles the products  
and loads them into refrigerated trucks. 

13. Cold storage  

The fresh goods are kept in storage  
rooms where the temperature is adjusted  

for each different product. 15. Sale 

The goods are delivered  
to retailers.

12. Quality control  

Laboratories carefully monitor every  
step of the production process.

1. Feeding

Cows munch through 45 – 50 
kilos of fodder, hay, grass or 

corn silage in the course of a day, 
alongside minerals and concen-

trates. They provide an average of 
30 liters of milk per day.

How quark  
reaches  
our tables

6. Reaching the plant

The raw milk arrives at the dairy, 
has a quality assessment (pH value, 
temperature and inhibitors) and is 

initially placed in storage tanks (400 m³).

9. Mixing

Teams at the Zeven plant 
follow a recipe to make 
the quark, adding in all 

the ingredients. 
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Barely is one crisis over, now we 
face another. What does that mean 
for the dairy industry? 
The world is changing so rapidly. Along-
side changing nutritional habits and cli-
mate change, we are also back focusing 
on security of supplies again. 

What does this mean for the pro-
duction foods that need to be kept 
at cold temperatures? 
Milk and dairy products are highly per-
ishable and raw milk can only be stored 
for a few days, so we are counted as part 
of the nation’s critical infrastructure. 
That means it’s all the more important to 
keep the supply chain running smoothly! 
Right now, we are drawing on the same 
good sense and foresight that brought 
us through the pandemic, to keep pro-
ducing food under the current circum-
stances. The situation is so dynamic, and 
we often are only able to make decisions 
based on the latest events, but we still 
aim to be a reliable supplier. 

We talk a lot about 2030, but 
shouldn’t we focus more on plan-
ning the here and now in these 
difficult times? 

It is particularly important that DMK 
is reliable, of course, given the current 
developments, as I said. However, at the 
same time we need to plan ahead and 
develop in line with those plans. Crises 
do not stop or change trends, they just 
alter the speed at which they happen. So 
as a company, Vision 2030 is still our 
basis for meeting these challenges and 
we are still in the process of implement-
ing it, step by step. Being consistent and 
focusing on the future is paying off more 
and more. 

How are our dealings with the 
retail sector, with such dynamic 
market developments?
We are having lively, intense discus-
sions. Higher prices for energy, pack-
aging, feed, fertilizer, ingredients and 
transport need to be offset by higher 
sales prices to help producers and the 
processing side of the business. We enter 
all negotiations with this in mind. That is 
how we have achieved price increases for 
milk and cheese, in retail and industry 
alike. We are gradually passing these on 
to the dairy farmers.

Retailers really value cheese as a 
big seller. MILRAM sales have in-
creased five fold in the last decade. 
How did that come about?
That is thanks to our transformation 
at DMK: We have expanded many of 
our brands over the past few years, 
expanded our product range with new 
products and varieties, and we’ve also 
reached out to younger target groups 
through social media. That’s all paying 
off: our MILRAM business really flour-
ished in 2021. Our market leader also 
benefited from the growing demand for 
our Food Service, as restaurants reo-
pened once COVID restrictions were 
eased. Our MILRAM cheese and our 
spring quark are now on sale virtually 
nationwide. The brand stands for tra-
dition and trust which is enormously 
important.

Farmers have been facing challeng-
es for a long time, even before the 
war. Is there any good news on the 
horizon, for the coming months?
The past two years have really shown 
what unpredictable times we are living 
in. But there has been dynamic growth 
on the market over the past few months. 
We are continuously raising the amount 
that we are paying for milk. We are cur-

rently paying out well over 50 cents, 
which means we are still above the offi-
cial national comparison (BLE). We’re 
not expecting to fall below that level in 
the second half of 2022.

How do all these crises affect you 
 personally, from the pandemics to  
the war and the wider situation? 
I’m finding it’s a real emotional roller 
coaster. On the one hand, war in Europe 
is showing us how fragile our world is. 
Plus the political climate is changing 
fast. Both are challenging for us, now 
and in the future. On the other hand, 
there have been some real high points 
this year. We can truly be proud of our 
business achievements and of our com-
pany as a whole. The crisis has brought 
us closer together. One thing I’m draw-
ing from my many conversations with 
employees and farmers is that we are 
putting all our energy and determina-
tion into finding solutions. We want the 
cooperative to stay stable and success-
ful. That is our goal, not just in cor-
porate management but one we all 
share.

The dairy is facing a turning point. But the pandemic and 
other crises all show that DMK is equal to the challenge. 

“These times  
call for vision  

and a plan”

Ingo Müller, CEO DMK.

*BLE: German Federal Office for 
Agriculture and Food 
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Maturing,  
tasting and 
testing
 
Dirk Euwens tries 
MILRAM cheese 
varieties and decides 
whether to discard or 
keep them. 

 “W ith any cheese, including  MILRAM, 
the taste is related to the aging pro-
cess, it’s one of the most important 
steps in the process. Finding the 

right ripening cultures requires a high level of exper-
tise. Slight variations in temperature, for example, can 
lead to very different results in terms of the sensory 
perception, meaning the taste experience. So in the 
development process, we try out different aging models 
at the same time. For the Sylter, we developed a new 
type of aging membrane with our partners that enables 
special natural aging. This is what gives it its distinctive 
taste and consistency.”

Acid for flavor 
Each type of cheese has its own 

starter recipe, which affects the taste, 
texture and the formation of eyes. The 
starter for Gouda gives the cheese a 
great deal of flavor and causes gases to 
form that create the eyes in the cheese. 
Meanwhile cheese that is ripened in 
foil has a less intense taste and eyes do 
not form. We inoculate the skimmed 
milk with a starter culture to culti-
vate the lactic acid. The real trick is to 
develop combinations that are not easy 
to imitate. A starter culture can consist 
of hundreds of bacterial strains. Which 
strains develop depends on the type 
of culture and the cheese-making 
process. 

Nuances are decisive 
Alongside the starter, further 

cultures are added to some cheeses 
to give them additional character or 
accelerate the ripening process. A 
good Gouda does not need additional 
cultures. However, a nice Maasdam 
does. As gas forms, that creates eyes in 
the cheese as well as the slightly nutty, 
sweet taste. Other possible flavors are 
sweet, savory, roasted or tart. The 
cultures affect the texture, determin-
ing how firm, crumbly or slice-able 

the cheese will be. The culture only 
becomes active later when the cheese 
is maturing under the right environ-
mental conditions.

Rennet is essential
Lastly, a vegetarian version of rennet 

is added to the milk. It is an enzyme 
that helps the proteins coagulate, sepa-
rating them from the watery whey. If 
the rennet fails to interact well with 
the acidity regulator during the ripen-
ing process, the cheese can wind up 
tasting bitter. 

Firming up
Next the cheese is drained in a 

column with sections. The mass of 
curds sinks down and the residual 
whey is drained off. How much whey 
is removed partly determines how 
firm the block of cheese will be, so the 
plant is adapted to the characteristics 
desired of the cheese. Foil-ripened 
cheese that is cut into slices needs to 
be firmer than a piece of young Gouda. 
The firmness of the cheese does not in-
fluence the taste but it does determine 
the texture and mouth feel, so it affects 
the tasting experience overall. In the 
whey removal plant, the lower part of 
the block of curd is cut off and slides 

into a cheese mold. A lid is then placed 
on the mold, then it is pressed several 
times. The pressing process does not 
influence the taste, but it affects the 
formation of the rind and the quality. 
If the pressing process is not carried 
out properly, too much whey is left in 
the cheese, making it sour.

Salt bath
After pressing, the cheese is placed 

in a large brine bath for some time, 
to slow down the process of acidifica-
tion, improve its shelf life and make it 
firmer and more tasty. The cheese can 
be brined for between a few hours to 
several days. And no, the brine bath 
is not simply a container of salt water, 
it is a special culture of yeasts, molds, 
salt and bacteria that has a particular 
pH value. The salt and organisms influ-
ence the taste of the cheese. When it 
comes to making cheese, everything 
depends on good production, which 
also means good technology. The 
process is then rounded off with the 
maturing, tasting and testing of the 
cheese.”

The art  
cheese

Few foods embody 
pleasure, tradition 

and variety the way 
cheese does. How do 

producers manage 
to create tastes that 
appeal to millions of 

people? Two product 
developers provide 

some insights. 

 “A ctually, it is pretty ironic 
that I, of all people, am 
a product developer 
for cheese. I couldn’t 

stand the taste of it until I was 21 years 
old. Now, I can’t imagine life without 
cheese. I’m proud to have worked on 
the recipe for the award-winning Zoete-
weijde from Uniekaas Holland, together 
with my colleagues. Creating the right 
taste is an art, it involves trial and error, 
consideration and discernment. The 
taste depends a series of factors, such 
as the degree it is ripened, ingredients 
such as lactic acid starters and rennet, 
on the machine settings and, last 
but not least: Our milk.

Thousands of possible flavors
Cheese is one of the most 

important foods there is. There 
are more than 4,500 varie-

ties worldwide, each 
created thanks to 

the knowledge 
and experi-

ence of a master cheese 
maker. That makes 
tasting an important 
tool in assessing qual-
ity. Colleagues who 
are specially trained 
assess properties such 
as taste, odor, color and 
consistency, in processes that 
are carefully defined and mapped out. 
Based on their assessments, we know 
whether we have reached our goal or 
or whether we need a new series of 
tests. Taste, of course, is a matter of 
debate! Meanwhile the market and 

customer needs are also  evolving 
constantly. 

So for us as developers, 
we have to keep trying 
things out until we truly 
achieve the taste we are 
aiming for.

The influence of feed
As developers, we have to 

take many things into account: 
If cows are given feed that partly 
contains onions or wheat-yeast concen-
trate, that definitely affects the taste of 
the cheese. Silage feed, for example, 
contains butyric acid bacteria that can 
enter the milk. Alongside the taste, 
that also affects quality, because a high 
butyric acid content can mean the 
cheese cracks or swells. 

Anything can happen
The slightly creamy taste, which 

can be spicy, piquant or mild, is also 
thanks to the good quality of the raw 
milk that provides the basis for the 
product. Dairy farmers really influence 
the taste and quality of the cheese.

“We work with 
different ripening 

models.”

Dirk Euwens,  
Head of  

R&D BU Industry

“Everything 
depends on good 

technique.”

Sander Broersma,  
Product Developer  

at DOC Kaas.

LINK
Check out our  
“Born To Cheese”  
videos.  

of
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New breed 
means more 
milk money
 
The Peters family switched 
to Jersey cows. The step 
was necessary but they 
were surprised by the  
benefits.

T here was nothing at all 
wrong with the 
cows the Peters 
family used 

to have. If they were 
milked three times a 
day, each provided 
an annual average of 
11,000 kilos of milk, 
with 4.2 percent fat and 
3.5 percent protein. Won-
derful! But they were unable 
to reduce phosphate emissions 
enough in line with Dutch regulations. 
So the Peters had to part with 91 of their 
291 cows, which then meant they could 
no longer cover their costs. 

The farm was in the red, while phos-
phate rights were becoming more 
expensive. “We had to change some-
thing,” says farmer Willy Peters.

Providing protein and fat
He had always had an interest in 

Jersey cows, which supply enormous 
quantities of milk. “These cows use a 
kilogram of feed more efficiently than 
other breeds when it comes to gen-
erating fat and protein,” says Peters, 
51. The relatively small animals do 
not need much feed in order to gain 
weight. The calculations seemed clear: 
based on the phosphate allowance, he 

could keep 100 Holstein cows, or 
130 Jersey cows. The change 

would also mean the 
family would no longer 

have to expand their 
facilities, built in 1974, 
as Jersey cows are 
smaller than Holstein 
cows. 

Animals with character
But where would they 

get hold of a hundred Jersey 
cows? The family found an initial 
group of 35 cows in Denmark. “The 
fat content in the tank was over 5 per-
cent within just a few days!”  

They bought another 250 cows at 
another Danish farm. They sold their 
herd of 185 Holstein cows and the 
250 Jersey cows arrived the same 
week. “When the transport vehicles 
arrived, we wondered whether the 
cows would even go into the milking 
barn. But after one cow went ahead, 
the others followed without any trou-
ble at all.” In terms of their character, 
the cows tend to be curious and enjoy 
contact with people.  
“That’s why we love them so much.”

The current herd consists of 280 Jer-
sey cows, which are milked twice a 
day in a milking parlor with two sets 
of seven spaces. Daily, each cows 
produces about 22 kilos of milk. The 
most recent measurements showed 
the milk had 6.67 percent fat and 4.39 
percent protein. The Jersey cows eat 
19 kilos of dry fodder while the Hol-
steins ate more than 23 kilos. They are 
fed green fodder and corn with con-
centrates as a total mixed ration. To 
achieve the high milk content levels, 
the Jersey cows need a relatively large 
amount of concentrate, Peters says. 

Farmers around the world are facing major challenges.  
Three families are responding by getting creative. 

Thinking  
outside the box

Needing care
One disadvantage with the cows is 

that they are small and very lean, so 
if they don’t eat for a day, they could 
be in difficulties the following day due 
to calcium deficiency. “These animals 
have no reserves,” Peters says. “So 
if a calf has diarrhea, I give it water 
with an electrolyte, but the second 
time around I have to give it milk to 
make up for the loss of energy.” It is 
also more expensive if a Jersey cow 
does not work out, as one costs 1,700 
euros, but only brings in 300 euros 
when sold, as they provide little 
meat. “That’s why it’s important to 
prevent any losses.” And because the 
animals do not have much in the way 
of reserves, farmers have to pay very 
close attention to spot any changes 
from normal and intervene swiftly if 
needed. Each animal wears a collar 
with sensors that are connected to 
the farmer's smartphone. The sensors 
measure the behavior of each individ-
ual cow, from when it last ate to how 
long it took, when it started to chew 
cud, if it is struggling with heat stress 
and other factors. Each cow has a num-
ber and an app shows the data for each 
individual animal in real time.

The Peters family has been working 
with the Jersey cows for almost three 
years and would never look back, they 
say. Why would they? “I can now keep 
far more animals with my phosphate 
quota than I could with my old herd.”

Soybeans as a 
money saver
 
Farmer Bart van den Bosse 
is experimenting with 
ways to reduce the  number 
of extra purchases he 
needs to make.  

B art van den Bosse is only 
20 years old, but he knows 
his family history as well as 
he knows his farm’s milk-

ing parlor. He proudly tells his story, 
though he has shared it many times 
before. His grandfather settled in 
Kerkwerve, a village in the municipality 
of Schouwen-Duiveland, in 1959. “He 
was able to start a completely new farm 
here thanks to changes in the way land 
was organized. He started out with four 
dairy cows and didn’t own any other 
animals,” he says. His grandfather 
milked the cows himself until he turned 
81, by which time he had a herd of more 
than a hundred Holstein-Frisians. He 
was still doing all kinds of work on the 
farm up until 2013. His father took over 
the farm in 2000 and has gradually 
expanded it over the years. “My grand-
father was able to see all that.”

Modern moves
When his grandfather stopped milk-

ing, the change affected everyone. 
“Today, we use three robots to milk 

155 Holstein cows,” says the budding 
agronomist. “That was a conscious de-
cision, because my father didn’t have 
the time to milk them himself, and I 
was too young at the time.” Annual 
milk production on the farm averages 
10,500 kilos per cow on average. 

Planning for the future
In the future, the family wants to in-

crease the herd from 175 to 200 cows. 
With the current milk prices, they 
can acquire phosphate rights and so 
increase their herd. In a year, Bart 
von den Bosse will finish his stud-
ies and then wants to work on the 
farm full time. “I already have some 
ideas,” he says excitedly. Protein, he 
says, is a big problem in feeding. He 
plans to grow soybeans in order to 
buy as little as possible. At the mo-
ment he is trying mixed cultivation 
of soybeans and wheat. When placed 
in silos, more protein is available to 
the farm, which means the family can 
cut down on one additional purchase. 
“I would also like to take on more of 
the work myself,” the farmer says. 

“We employ a lot of contract labor 
and often use the services of a co-
operative. We can also save some 
money here, too, by doing the in-
semination and more farm labor 
ourselves.” In the future, he hopes 
to work more self-sufficiently, with 
the goal of keeping the farm run-
ning for many generations to come. 

The Peters used to keep 
Holstein cows but now, they
are big Jersey fans.

“These cows 
use a kilo of feed 

more efficiently than 
any other breed, when 

it comes to fat and 
protein.” 

Farmer Willy Peters from 
Sint Anthonis.

After his studies, entrepreneur Bart 
van den Bosse wants to do a lot more of
the work on the farm himself.

AGRICULTURE AGRICULTURE
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L ike any other small 
business, the Hoff-
man family reached a 
point where they needed 

help. They have a farm in the Lower 
Rhine with around 150 cows and 650 
fattening pigs. They tried their luck 
through the classifieds online but had 
not expected much of a response. 
“Then, in December 2018, Tatjana, 
from Ukraine, found the farm,” says 
farmer Hans-Theo Hoffman.   

The young woman studied agricul-
ture in Zhytomyr in Ukraine and spent 
a year as an intern on the farm. She 
provided support wherever needed, 
which was a considerable help to the 
farmers. 

That support was particularly wel-
come to Hoffman, who had suffered a 
run of difficulties and was also grap-
pling with the latest regulations and 
the milk price. “When you all work 
together on something, you gain a lot 
more than when you work on your 
own,” he says. You are stronger in 
terms of physical strength, but also in 
terms of inner motivation, he adds.

Tatjana left the farm to return to 
her home country in 2019, though 
they stayed in touch. Then, in March, 
she organized for a friend and her 

mother to flee the war in Ukraine 
and come to the Hoffmans. The two 
women came from Bilylivka, 200 kilo-
meters south of Kiev. It took them 
three days to reach the Lower Rhine. 
Both are still on the farm. Hoffmann 
has a great deal of respect for the 
women’s inner strength, after having 
to leave their families, friends and 
country. “Sophiia and and her mother, 
Nastasiia, work on the farm,” says 
the farmer. The 20-year-old now has 
a bachelor’s degree in pharmacy and 
hopes to complete her master’s degree 
in two years. Meanwhile the 44-year-
old wants to stay with her daughter 
until the war ends. She likes being in 
the countryside and has experience 
of milking cows in the past. “You can 
tell she enjoys the work.”  
The mood on the farm is much more 
relaxed thanks to the women’s sup-
port, he says. They help with milk-
ing and all the many barn chores he 
would otherwise do on his own.  

The three communicate 
through a translation program 

on their cell phones. He now 
feels a lot more positive and opti-

mistic. “I can spend my time ranting 
about the price of milk,” he says, "but 
it’s no use, I just have to manage as 
well as I can.“ If the dairy paid farm-
ers more, he reasons, it would have 
less to invest, which would in turn 
have a negative impact on margins 
and thus on the payout price. 
“I try to respond flexibly to the day’s 
work and to my situation,” he says. 
That means responding to events as 
they come up, rescheduling, shifting 
his priorities – all that is now part of 
his daily balancing act. Thanks to his 
Ukrainian staff, all that is working out 
better than ever.

Together, 
you’re stronger

 
In agriculture as everywhere else, 

people work in teams to overcome 
challenges. Two Ukrainians are 
helping Hans-Theo Hoffmann  

get through a  
tough time. 

T he representatives had a live-
ly and constructive exchange 
about the latest events on the 
world stage and their impact 

on the company and the dairy industry, 
in a discussion that lasted more than 
three hours. DMK CEO Ingo Müller 
emphasized how he was impressed by 
the current levels of cohesion in the 
business. “Whether in management, 
voluntary and full-time positions, or 
among the 1,000 employees - we will 
use all our energy and determination 
to seek and find solutions,” Müller said. 
Times have changed, swiftly and radi-
cally. The pandemic, the war in Europe, 
the energy and food crises, rampant 
global inflation and a worsening climate 
crisis are all major challenges for indi-
viduals, states and communities, and 
for the whole world. Müller reviewed 
the underlying market developments 

and wider situation. “On the one hand, 
the milk payout price is heading in one 
direction: Up! On the other hand, we 
are facing severe distortions.” Neverthe-
less, 2022 is a year with two faces, he 
said. DMK has enjoyed many economic 
successes. The company wants to pay 
at least the national average milk price, 
calculated monthly, throughout the 
whole year. It also seeks to generate 
a profit after tax of at least 22 million 
euros. The company is developing 
positively in all units, in the plants and 
in terms of cross-border cooperation. 
Based on that, it is important feel posi-
tive about the future, he said. Müller 
also spoke about the concerns of the 
farmers, after many exchanges over 
the past weeks and months. “Despite 
all their caution, they are also gain-
ing pride and confidence in their own 
cooperative.”

DMK Group 
representatives 
attended a meeting 
in Hanover. This 
year, the focus was 
on how to handle 
the crisis and DMK’s 
strong business 
outlook. 

“Stable  
results are
no accident”

Nastasiia (left) and her daughter
(right) fled Ukraine and are now
helping out the Hoffmanns.

The representatives of the DMK Group 
attending a meeting of representatives 
in Hanover. Speakers included CEO Ingo 
Müller, CFO Dr. Frank Claassen, Chairman 
of the Board of DMK eG Thomas Stürtz 
and DMK eG Managing Director  
Dr. Klaus A. Hein. The event was led by 
Heinz Korte, DMK Chairman of the Su-
pervisory Board.

AGRICULTURE AGRICULTURE
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ing process for all of us that will have a lasting ef-
fect on the company. This new work culture is fun 
for everyone, and if everyone gets involved, there 
is still a lot we can achieve.”
 
“Preparation times were too long 
in one of our production facili-

ties. That made it 
harder to plan, 

led to higher 
costs and 
was frus-
trating for 
employees. We held a two-

day workshop to find a way of 
getting a handle on the situa-

tion, moderated by CI engineers 
and bringing together colleagues from 

different areas of the plant for the first time. It was 
important for everyone to have their say. These dis-
cussions provided the key to identifying the sources 
of errors in the production process. We got a lot out 
of the workshop and still meet up regularly to work 
on the issues we identified and eliminate the causes. 
In the long term, downtime will be reduced and we 
will be able to implement our plans, week by week. 
That will not only save costs and reduce waste but 
also reduce the stress on employees and ensure 
there are fewer errors. I notice that everyone has 
become more mindful. It’s remarkable that TIGER 
has opened employees’ eyes and now they want to 
pitch in even more.”  

“At wheyco, our attendance 
rate showed that we had to 

do more for our employ-
ees in the areas of health, 
exercise and prevention. 
That led to talks between 
the management, plant 
management and the 

works council. It was clear 
that we wanted to tackle the 

issue together. Since we are a 
production site where people do jobs that are 
physically demanding, we wanted to show 
initiative as part of our occupational health 

management program. We carried out a survey 
among employees and  managers to find out what 
people needed. We evaluated the results and de-
veloped a holistic concept, with the support of our 
partner: Whole-body training and walking sessions, 
breaks where people kept moving and did exercises 
shaped for those working in the control room, 
lab and warehouse. We also introduced monthly 
focus topics, with health checkups, nutrition, 
stress management and more. Employees attended 

lectures on balanced nutrition or had spinal health 
screenings. That all improved our attendance rate. 
We are proud of the process of exchange, with 
employees from different departments getting to 
know each other through this format. We are now 
working on bringing this to more 
and more people.” 

“As part of TIGER we are 
currently working on intro-
ducing shop floor conver-
sations in different areas. 
We as CI engineers ask 
where there may be a prob-
lem at the plant, or where 
there is need for improvement. 
As a team, we compare our levels 
of knowledge and figure out 
who would be most suited as a 
participant, how often, where 
and what the exchange should 
contain, to address the problem 
in the long term and implement 
potentials. As a CI engineer, I sup-
port the teams, helping them to pro-
ceed methodically, improve production processes 
and work transparently. I am surprised again and 
again by the diversity of the input. Fortunately we 
have a “hungry” CI community in the background 
– it does not take long before I find a CI engineer 
who is working on the same topic or who already 
has experience in that area. All that helps share 
synergies across Business Units and plants - among 
the CI engineers as well as employees, who now 
have much more contact with their colleagues 
from other business units.”

T his is the Year of the Tiger. 
People born under this sign 
are said to have courage, 
energy, drive, optimism, self-

confidence and a willingness to take risks, 
according to the Chinese zodiac. DMK also 
wants to promote these strengths among 
employees. With its motto #stayhungry, 
the TIGER program is more than a slogan, 
it’s an attitude. It is about changing mind-
sets, optimizing workflows and enabling 
people to take more responsibility. Every 
single employee can get involved, every 
opinion counts when it comes to plan-
ning projects, cooperating and making 
decisions. In order to drive these areas 
forward, teams work closely with Continu-
ous Improvement (CI) engineers who act 
as coaches, psychologists, mediators and 
organizers. Four DMK employees told us 
how the program launched in 2020 is pay-
ing off for them. 

The Tiger buckets: The DMK Group wants to 
continuously improve in these six areas. 

DMK launched the TIGER 
continuous improvement 
program two years ago. It has 
brought new dynamism to 
many areas of work.

“When we started with 
TIGER two years ago, I was 

curious to see how our col-
leagues would react. We quickly discovered that 
everyone is open to continuous improvement. Two 
years on, we can proudly say that we have raised 
the improvement potential thanks to everyone’s 
commitment. Last year we improved by 18 mil-
lion euros, this year we are planning on 14 million 
euros and we will achieve that as well. While some 
of this would of course have been achieved even 
without the continuous improvement program, 
our methodical and structured approach ensures 
the savings are sustainable. It is also important 
that everyone recognizes the benefits for them-
selves. The CI engineers act as coaches and helpers 
in the plants. It’s motivating for our employees 
when they can contribute their diverse expertise 
and when people listen to their ideas and imple-
ment them. There is also a lively transfer of knowl-
edge within the CI community. The engineers 
know how agile working, project management and 
a feedback culture work, and they reinforce this 
culture together with our managers in the plants. 
CI engineers are also constantly reflecting on their 
own work to continuously improve themselves 
as well. That process of constantly questioning 
themselves and thinking through what they do is 
fundamentally important, to encourage others to 
do the same in their daily work. Everyone soon 
notices where work is still needed! We often un-
consciously slide into being negative: “I would like 
to, but...” TIGER is all about positive motivation 
and everyone finding solutions together. When 
I have done everything I can, then I am able to 
say, “I have done everything within my possibili-
ties to make sure we keep getting better.” Positive 
leadership and solution-oriented communication 
are much more helpful than pessimism in difficult 
situations. That may sound trite, but it is a learn-

“It is about  
finding solutions.”

Matthias Schrader, 
Programm Manager  

Continuous  
Improvement.

BIRTHDAYHAPPY

The power  
of teams

“The  
attendance rate 
has improved.” 

Marcus Grabbert  
Works Council in  

Altentreptow.

“Everyone  
is more  

mindful.” 

Ramazan Sahin 
Team Coordinator  

Ice Cream,  
Everswinkel.

“Improving  
production processes 

in small steps.” 

Robert Gerboth 
CI Engineer in Erfurt.

COMPANY
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“We have found that honest 
corporate communication improves 
our credibility, with consumers  
and with our employees. When 
it comes to sustainability, 
we want to make it clear 
that we must improve the 
environment and the social 
situation for the coming 
generations.”

Sandra Coy

Spokeswoman Corporate  
Responsibility & Quality, Tchibo

Press play!

“Companies and soccer clubs need 
values, a core, a stance. It is eas-
ier to change if you have shared 

 basic values, as you always have 
 something you can fall back on.” 

Marco Bode

European soccer champion

DMK’s popular “Denkfutter” podcast is expanding.  
Each new episode features a different guest who joins the  
two moderators, providing ever more lively exchanges.

Discussions 
about succeed-
ing in football 
and in business. 
Available from  
all podcast pro-
viders, search for 
“Denkfutter”.

 “The cooperative is 
the best form of 

enterprise,  
because it is 
a system of 
equals. It is 

about playing 
as a team. It’s 

our job to man-
age all the  

different 
thoughts, moods 
and views so that 

things work out  
in the best  

possible way.”
 

Oliver Bartelt

Global Head of  
Communications,  

DMK Group

“I don’t think criticism is bad, 
for me it is all part of feedback. 
That also includes accepting 

negative criticism,  
filtering out the best  

and implementing some 
of it. That sharpens the 
senses. But personal 
criticism should not be 
too harsh or below  
the belt.” 

Oke Göttlich

President  
FC St. Pauli

P ut on your earphones, start the podcast 
and let your mind wander: Soccer and 
corporate culture – do they have anything 
in common? Absolutely! European soc-

cer champion Marco Bode and DMK Global Head of 
Communications Oliver Bartelt have been chatting 
about the parallels between the two worlds for more 
than a year and sharing their insights in a podcast 
called “Denkfutter,” meaning “food for thought.”

 Now, they are opening their studio to further guests, 
to share even more expertise and reflections. The guests 
have come from a range of industries, including Oke 

Göttlich, President of St. Pauli football club; Sandra Coy, 
Tchibo company spokeswoman; and future and trend 
researcher Tristan Horx. Fun is the main thing, in their 
chats, not dry shop talk. These are meetings of true soc-
cer fans who share views on the beautiful game and find 
they have a great deal in common:  
What strategies from their industry also apply in the 
world of professional sports and vice versa? Are there 
parallels when it comes to teamwork, culture, the setting 
of goals, diversity, sustainability and motivation? Here 
are a few quotes that show some of the many similarities 
between these different worlds.

“We have to act on the issue of 
sustainability, but at the same 

time, we also have to under-
stand that different cultures and 

countries have different goals. 
Otherwise we wind up telling the 

rest of the world what to do.” 

Ranga Yogeshwar

Science journalist  
and author

“A culture of discussion can 
often be painful. But it is an 

essential part of good,  
productive thinking and  

communicating.”

Tristan Horx

researches digitization, globalization, 
trends and the future
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Vegan kickoff for MILRAM 100% plant-based cocoa drink, chocolate and  
vanilla pudding. The new products went down a treat.

Successful premiere

M ILRAM was facing 
a complicated chal-
lenge: How to launch 
new products that the 

competition was already offering? 
The answer was clear, namely with 
a brand that consumers associate 
with quality and taste. MILRAM 100% 
plant-based was launched in March, 
in a resounding success. “We are re-
ally happy that consumers welcomed 

LINK
You can watch the  

video at: 
www.milram.de/ 

produkte/pflanzliche-vielfalt

our new products with open arms,” 
says Timo Albrecht, Sales Director 
Brand Retail Europe. Vegan food is 
popular and the cocoa drink contain-
ing calcium, the chocolate and vanilla 
puddings and the oat-based rice des-
sert were all right on the mark. “It was 
a good start, we’re very satisfied.” The 
plant-based products are available 
at partner retailers such as EDEKA, 
Rewe, Kaufland, the Bünting Group 
and Amazon. 

“Our colleagues in the field are busy 
heading out to supermarkets to win 
over the last remaining partners.”

A popular campaign
DMK is marketing the products 

with a large-scale social media cam-
paign in order to reach millennials, 
under the slogan “How’s it going? 
Super tasty!” Young consumers 
care most about taste, responsible 
nutrition, health, animal welfare, 
sustainability and the environment. 
“We created a particularly modern 
campaign in order to also reach 
this particular target group,” says 
Nicole Liedloff, Marketing Director 
Brand Retail Europe. The videos, 
social media influencers and appeals 
about vegan nutrition were viewed 

100  million times on TikTok, Insta-
gram, Facebook and YouTube, along 
with the RTL+ and Joyn streaming 
platforms. The team also publicized 
the vegan offerings through promo-
tions and free samples and spread 
the word on supermarket radio. 

Veganism: Here to stay
Milk is and will remain DMK’s core 

business, Timo Albrecht under-
lines. No question about that. DMK 
is adding plant-based puddings, 
drinks, and desserts to its portfolio 
in response to consumers’ changing 
desires. “Vegan nutrition is not just a 
passing trend that will fade away in 
the next few years.”  

Global consumption of alterna-
tive protein products is set to 
reach 65 million tons by 2030, 
according to Ebner Stolz, a 
consultancy. That is a 400-per-
cent increase compared to the 
13 million tons in 2020.

Demand for 
plant-based 
products will 
continue to 
grow, say 
researchers. 
“This offers DMK 
opportunities 
to position itself 
at different points in the value 
chain of plant-based products.”

MILRAM is presenting its 
innovative vegan products in 
a playful campaign in social 
media and on streaming 
platforms, aiming to reach 
young people.

Puddings, rice desserts and cocoa  
drinks based on gluten-free oats. 

VIEWSMILLION

VEGAN VEGAN
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Sustainability  
in the Annual  
Report

LINK
Find out more about  

sustainability at DMK: 
www.dmk.de

You can hear another  
interesting conversation  
on this topic between  
DMK CEO Ingo Müller, CFO 
Frank Claassen and Ranga 
Yogeshwar. Follow the link 
below or scan the QR code.

Otherwise, we will find ourselves starting 
to tell the rest of the world what to do. How-
ever, if we don’t do anything ourselves, the 
change will take too long and the  effects will 
become increasingly plain.  

Socially, we are divided.  
Is sustainability as an issue 
 well-established in industry? 

I am still seeing contradictory behavior, 
unfortunately. My airline gives me bonus 
points once I fly 170,000 air miles, for 
example. That’s absurd! The airline should 
slap me and say, “Stop, it’s too much 
pollution, change your behavior or your 
flights will become really expensive from 
now on.” But that would run counter to 
companies’ economic goals. The real art is 
finding the right balance. 

Is it even possible to change  
the economy in such a way that  
companies focus on reducing  
consumption? 

What is clear is that there are not 
enough resources for all of the people 
worldwide to share the same lifestyle 
that we enjoy. We need new ways of 
thinking. Up until now, growth has been 
based on material resources. In the 
future, however, value will be created in 
a different way. Nowadays, the wealthi-
est companies are more likely to be the 
ones producing software, so thoughts 
rather than products. They are supply-
ing ways of thinking but not telling the 
world what to do. This is the start of a 
new way of thinking entrepreneurially. 

We will still be producing tangible 
products in the future though. 

And for that we need environmentally-
friendly technology. Technology has 
already made photovoltaic cells much 
more usable nowadays than they were 
a decade ago, for example. This is a 
form of renewable energy that is much 
cheaper than coal or nuclear power. The 
biggest parts of change will be rethink-
ing the economy and a reform of energy 
procurement. 

The dairy industry gets criticized a 
lot. But one glass of cow’s milk has 
the same carbon footprint as six 
minutes of streaming online. But you 
almost never hear people criticizing 
streaming.

Well, I do see 
 criticism of how much energy is consumed 
in digitization. But we are also seeing new 
ways of thinking in this area as well. Take 
the fact that some server farms are located 
in Iceland, where it is relatively cool, which 
reduces the heat generated by computers.  
I can imagine that we won’t have servers in 
Germany or the US any more, a few years 
from now. They will be in countries where 
the conditions are better. 

As a dairy, to us it seems as though 
people are pretty selective in the way 
they think about consumption. There 
are supermarket shelves packed with 
sustainable products but many peo-
ple take that for granted. But given 
all the crises we are facing, you can’t 
take functioning supply chains for 
granted any more. 

Yes, today we have a very specific idea of 
how something should be, in order for us 
to believe it is right. We have to question 
that and adapt. Take organic products, 
for example. Ideally, they would all be 
made by hand. But high-tech dairies don’t 
resemble those pictures on the packaging 
that show chickens strutting around a 
farm, against a backdrop of cows munch-
ing grass in a meadow. I often used to 
help out on a small farm in Luxembourg 
which had eight cows. They were kept in a 
dark barn and to me, they didn’t seem to 
be very comfortable. As a society, we do a 
lot of wishful thinking. But what we need 
is for each person to look a little deeper 
and ask themselves, how can animals live 
in dignity? A cow might prefer to live on a 
high-tech farm rather than a pretty little 
farm where the barn is pitch black.

Sustainability is an issue that plays 
a major role globally and for us as 
a dairy. Consumer desires are not 
always aligned with what they find 
in supermarkets and what they are 
 willing to pay. What do we know 
about consumers?  
Ranga Yogeshwar: If we ask people on the 
street to explain what sustainability means, 
we would get a pretty varied response. 
Some people say it is about much more than 
climate change. Others puzzle over whether 
it has anything to do with the environment 
at all. This ambiguity shows that for many 
people, the issue is not a top priority, despite 
the fact that we have been living beyond our 
means for a long time. We consume a mas-
sive amount of the world’s resources and that 
means future generations will not be able to 
enjoy life as much as we do. As consumers, 
we want to have everything, as well as a clear 
conscience. We grew up in a world where 
wealth and possessions were important 
and now, we are facing moral questions. Is 
increasing prosperity the goal? Or is it about 
how much CO2 you can emit to be happy? 
Consumers are torn.  

Which way are they leaning? 
Towards insight, I hope. We have to 

change our focus. Technological progress 
was long the credo for economic success, 
even for me as a scientist. But how we want 
to use technology in the future and to what 
aim? It is not about renouncing prosperity, 
but rather about changing our perspective 
and improving our quality of life. Let me 
give you an example: Before the pandemic, 
I used to fly to Berlin for countless meet-
ings and wound up wasting a lot of time 
sitting in trains or waiting rooms. Today 
I do a lot online and my CO2 footprint has 
shrunk dramatically. We have to be in-
novative and work out what options have 
a positive effect, for us and for the globe. 

We are going from one crisis to the 
next. Will this change the way we 
think?

Possibly. But the crucial thing is chang-
ing awareness, not only on a national level 
but worldwide. And that is more difficult, as 
some countries are only now able to afford 
the economic luxuries that we have long 
taken for granted. We have to act on the issue 
of sustainability, but on the other hand, we 
also have to understand that different cul-
tures and countries have different goals.  
 

How can we live more sustainably?  
TV presenter and physicist Ranga Yogeshwar 
on the opportunities we have as a company 
and society to take on global challenges. 

“We need  
new ways of 
thinking”

The Person  
Ranga Yogeshwar, 62, is a 
physicist, science journalist and 
author with Indian roots. He 
first found a wider audience 
through a show called “Quarks & 
Co” in 1993. He then presented 
ARD’s environmental magazine 
“Globus” until 2002. He later 
presented “W wie Wissen” 
from 2006 to 2007. A father of 
four, he lives with his family in 
Luxembourg. 
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LINK
Find more about the 

Science Based Targets 
Initiative at  

sciencebasedtargets.org
LINK

You can find find a 
detailed overview in our 

sustainability brochure at  
www.dmk.de/...

Sustainable energy efficiency 
projects also play an important role 
at the plants, with individual sites 
aiming to significantly reduce their 
own CO2 emissions in future. There 
are also teams focusing on reduc-
ing packaging waste, minimizing 
residues in wastewater, and produc-
ing drinking water in-house using 
“milk water,” a by-product of milk 
and whey drying. The company may 
also use hydrogen-powered milk col-
lection trucks at some point. Further 
ways the company will improve its 
carbon footprint include remote 
working and the move to a new, more 
environmentally-friendly administra-
tion building. 
“In our strategy for the period up to 
2030, we have set ourselves the goal 

of reducing our greenhouse 
gas emissions by a total of 

20 percent along the 
entire value chain,” 

says Müller. “We 
need to clearly 
demonstrate that 
we are finding 
solutions and are 

not part of the 
problem.”

DMK is accelerating its climate protection  
efforts. The Group has a new set of measures  
to meet its ambitious CO2 target. 

A powerful commitment: 
In order to make an ac-
tive contribution to the 
environment, in line with 

the Paris agreement, DMK is pursu-
ing ambitious goals to help limit 
global warming to well 
below 2 degrees Cel-
sius, and if possible 
keep it at 1.5 degrees 
Celsius. DMK has 
also joined the Sci-
ence Based Target 
Initiative (SBTi) 
initiative which 

supports companies 
in defining, evaluat-
ing and validating climate 
targets that are in line with the 
latest scientific research. The 
initiative was launched in 2015 

by WWF, the Carbon Disclosure 
Project, the United Nations Global 

Compact and the World Resources 
Institute. Ingo Müller, CEO DMK 
Group, emphasizes the project’s 
importance. “The environmental 
challenges we face are so great that 
we will only be able to solve them 

together as a society,” he says. “We 
must be prepared to learn from 
others in this process, and pro-
mote this collaboration beyond our 
industry.” 

Sustainability is part of DMK’s 
Strategy 2030. The company 

has been pursuing a se-
ries of sustainability in-

itiatives for more than 
a decade and has 
already initiated or 
implemented many 
carbon reduction 

measures. One start-
ing point is milk as a raw 

material. DMK is joining the 
global climate goal of limiting 

global warming to to well below 2 
degrees Celsius. To contribute to 
that goal, the company started a cli-
mate checklist for farms, enabling 
farmers to calculate their individual 
carbon footprint and identify possi-
ble areas for improvement. “We are 
looking for site-specific ways that 
we can further reduce emissions 
and compensate for the remaining 
emissions,” says Müller.

CO2:  
Reduction 

- 20 %
by 2030  DMK average  

1,09 kilos 
CO2 per kilo  

of milk

P ep Guardiola, one 
of the most famous 
soccer coaches in the 
world, once said that 

you can’t really do the job of a 
coach for more than three years, 
because it is so exhausting and 
the the pressure is so great. 
After that, you need a break 
and a change. He said that after 
four years in Barcelona. Next, 
he only spent 
three years with 
the Bavarians, 
but he obvi-
ously changed 
his mind with 
Manchester City 
as he starts his 
seventh year in 
the coming sea-
son. Guardiola has succeeded 
wherever he went and earned a 
lot of money, too! 

For a counter-model to these 
European high fliers, let’s take 
a look at SC Freiburg, a far 
smaller club. Perhaps coach 
Christian Streich is the antith-
esis of Guardiola. Streich was 
youth coach, co-trainer and has 
now been head coach for more 
than 11 years at the Breisgau 
club. That, of course, makes 
him the longest-serving coach 
in the Bundesliga. Streich and 
his team have never won a title, 
and they were even relegated, 

but no one seriously doubts 
his “sustainable” success. Most 
small clubs see SC Freiburg, 
with its modest strategy as a 
training club, as a role model. 

Continuity is not the same as 
sustainability, of course. But in 
professional soccer, which is so 
hectic and fast-paced, there is 
plenty of overlap between the 
two terms. Consider the word 

“sustainability” 
and the verb, “to 
sustain,” which 
can also mean 
“to keep up” or 
“to withstand.” 
It may sound odd 
but in the world 
of soccer, when a 
team and a coach 

put up with each other for so 
long, they must know some-
thing about success. Just as in 
Freiburg, or while I was a play-
er at Werder with coaches Otto 
Rehhagel and Thomas Schaaf.  
In Bremen, there’s a real desire 
to find a similar constellation 
again. And with Ole Werner as 
coach, things are feeling really 
good, and not just thanks to 
the fact that we are back in the 
Bundesliga again. But let us 
learn from Freiburg and real-
ize that it does not necessarily 
mean that things will inevitably 
only go in one direction.

In  
praise of
stability

Marco Bode,   
European Football Champion

“When the team 
and coach have 

persisted together 
for so long, they 

must know 
something about 

success.”

Discussions about succeeding in 
football and in business.  
Available from all podcast providers, 
search for “Denkfutter.”

Podcast

Less is more

“We have to 
show that we are 

working on solutions 
and are not part of 

the problem.” 

Ingo Müller,  
CEO DMK.

Energy  
consumption a 

- 15 % 
reduction from  

2012 to 2020

SUSTAINABILITY COLUMN
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P eople talk a lot about new ways 
of working these days and that 
means something slightly dif-
ferent to everyone. Some may 

imagine foosball, fancy drinks and plenty 
of informal chat. “Unfortunately, we still 
come up against these clichés,” says Ines 
Krummacker, Chief Human Resources Of-
ficer. “In reality, that’s not what it is about.” 
For several years, DMK has been working 
on new ways to collaborate and cooper-
ate, in order to promote and value em-
ployees. After all, they are the company’s 
most valuable asset. That new approach 
involves promoting each person’s develop-
ment, thinking and attitudes, as an 
individual and in shared work. 
“Employees should share their 
ideas, question processes 
and provide feedback,” 
says Krummacker. That 
also means responsibility is 
shared, with managers act-
ing as coaches who motivate 
employees, rather than telling 
them what to do. That process 
is aided by software that enables 
employees to collaborate easily no matter 
where they are located.

Agriculture is also changing
Digitization is a particularly strong 

driver in the transformation process to 
new ways of working and collaboration 
concepts, a fact that is also evident in the 
dairy industry. Farmers are using smart-
phone apps to monitor their animals’ ac-
tivity, feeding behavior and reproductive 
status. They can pay invoices faster online 
and use self-driving machines. Farms 
are more and more open to experiment-
ing with digital tools, in order to make 
processes simpler and more efficient and 
improve their quality of life. That is also 
part of the new world of work.

Collective intelligence
A slew of projects are providing new 

energy and direction to DMK’s corporate 
culture. Take BUZZER, the DMK employee 

survey, used nationwide to gain feedback 
from people working in production and 
administration. The results deliver a 
large overall picture of motivation and 
appreciation. Teams assess the results 
and derive measures for improvement. 
Then there is DMK’s GROW project, 
which has revised and recast standards 
in training, to ensure people develop 
in the best way possible. Rethinking 
training means dealing with the next 
generation as equals! And the PASSION 
program was created for those who hope 
to rise within the company and take on 
additional responsibility as specialists 

or managers. All these initiatives 
serve to promote collective 

intelligence, active involve-
ment and dialog. “These 
projects feed people’s 
motivation and apprecia-
tion,” says Krummacker. 
That helps DMK employ-

ees identify more closely 
with the company’s goals. 

Fit for the labor market
Employees working in the new com-

pany building in Bremen are finding how 
individual development and productive 
work can take place at the same time. The 
building’s different areas and rooms allow 
for exchange and interaction, as well as 
for people to retreat and focus. Employees 
also value the opportunity for flexible 
working patterns including from different 
locations. “New ways of working are help-
ing us stay focused in a turbulent and ever-
changing world,” says Ines Krummacker. 
On the one hand, DMK is becoming more 
attractive for young employees who value 
the chance to develop their potential. On 
the other, the cooperative will remain 
competitive if everyone in the organiza-
tion is actively participating and together 
realizing the organization’s potential. 
DMK’s new way of working is all about 
personal development, taking on more re-
sponsibility and the feeling that everyone 
can make a difference to the company.

DMK is helping employees reach their full potential through 
new ways of working. Employees are actively shaping the 

culture of the whole company.

They’re up to it

Sharing opinions, taking part and thinking freely: everyone is generating
ideas and helping make decisions in the modern world of work. 

“We want 
employees to share 

their ideas, question 
processes and provide 

feedback.”

Ines Krummacker,  
Chief Human Resources 

Officer.

HUMAN RESOURCES HUMAN RESOURCES
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You both have jobs in different  
parts of DMK. What made you  
swap for three months?
Maike Müller: I wanted to develop, person-
ally and professionally. I have been work-
ing in administration in transport logistics 
for the past ten years. My focus is on invoic-
ing transport services for finished goods. Get-
ting to know another area of the company, 
like raw milk collection, was exactly the right 
challenge for me, enabling me to learn more 
about the business and expand my network. 
I was also able to gain insights at the plant in 
Erfurt, where vegan food is produced. My col-
leagues there took a lot of time to show me 
things. I also find new tasks exciting and I 
appreciate the variety.  
Maria Bredehöft: It was a great chance to 
broaden my horizons. I have been at DMK 
for ten years. For the past 7.5 years, I’ve been 
working in raw milk collection and have been 
involved in price negotiations with service 
providers. That’s what made it so interesting 
to do Maike’s job. How do other areas facing 
fluctuating diesel prices handle it? I wanted 
to build expertise and get to know some more 

colleagues. Everyone at the Erfurt plant 
took lots of time to show how the milk is 
processed, from when the milk is collected 
through production to the warehouse and the 
loading of the trucks. The visit to the dairy 
farm was a further highlight. We had an inter-
esting exchange about what we do at DMK 
and, above all, what the farmers are currently 
concerned about. For example, the challenge 
of finding personnel or the very high cost of 
feed, energy and fertilizer. It’s great to get to 
know the people working on a farm. Behind 
our raw materials are people and animals, 
you always have to remember that.

You deliberately left your  
comfort zone to embrace a new  
workflow. How did you find that?
Maike Müller:  AIn the beginning it was a bit 
like my first day of training. It was as though 
I practically had to start from scratch, which 
isn’t a familiar feeling. For example, there are 
a lot of calculations when you record the milk 
and I have not done that much in the past. But 
my colleagues were very patient and open to 
all my questions. 

Getting familiarized with all this while working from 
home also worked out well. During the first few weeks, I 
was pretty exhausted after work but I soon got used to it.  
Maria Bredehöft: I also found it was like the early 
days of my career. I had to relearn entire pro-
cesses because transport logistics involves much 
more work with SAP software and several spe-
cial applications. It was challenging, but a lot of 
fun, also because my colleagues were so helpful. 

What did you take away from your experience 
of the job rotation? Would you recommend the 
program to others?
Maike Müller: People asked me about it a lot, as 
 everyone was interested in what it was like to suddenly 
do a different job. I think it makes sense, because so 
much  knowledge and experience gets passed from one 
employee to the next. That creates new energy, ideas 
and suggestions for improvement, which in turn has an 
impact on the entire corporate culture.
Maria Bredehöft: I really challenged myself in terms of 
how quickly I could learn things while also integrating 
myself into a new team at the same time. We were able to 
show each other a few tricks in Excel, for example. Over-
all, it was a very good experience that I can only recom-
mend to everyone. 

Above:  
Alongside 

 extensive visits to 
the plant in Erfurt, 

the job rotation 
also involved visit-

ing the  Gönnatal 
dairy farm in 

Thuringia. In the 
photo (from left 

to right): Maria 
Bredehöft, Herd 
manager, Mario 
Plänitz,  Kathrin 

Löhle, Maike 
Müller and Herd 

Manager Elisabeth 
 Petersheim.  

 
Below: 

Maike Müller, 
Specialist Transport 

Administration, 
Maria Bredehöft, 

Specialist Raw Milk 
Collection Logistics. 

 

Changing  
places

I’ll do your job, you do 
mine: DMK’s “job rotation” 

program enables people 
to gain a new perspective 

within the company.  
Two employees describe 

how it was for them. 

“I think it is 
important for 

every employee to look 
beyond their immediate 
surroundings in order to 
gain fresh insights and 
incorporate them into  

their workflow.” 

Ron Geerds, Head of Transport  
Logistics, DMK.

“My most important task 
is to challenge employees and 
the job rotation is a great way 

to do that. It offers employees like 
Maria the chance to gain knowledge 

beyond recording milk collection 
details, which ideally we can then 

use in our area of work.”

Stefan Haar, Head of Raw Milk  
Collection Logistics, DMK.
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T echnology and digitization have fascinat-
ed Dennis Leier ever since he was a child. 
Now he’s 24 and he has put them at the 
heart of his professional career. Working 

as a trainee industrial clerk, his eyes lit up when he 
heard DMK was planning to introduce Robotic Process 
Automation (RPA). The software was to be used in 
DMK’s Global Business Services (GBS) division, the 
part of the company where services are bundled and 
improved. Leier’s training involved writing a technical 
paper and he asked if he could focus on RPA. It turned 
out to be the perfect topic for him. “I just have an 
affinity for IT,” he says. He focused on the use of the 
software that creates automated processes to make 
workflows fast, effective and secure. DMK has been 
using the software in a pilot project since 2020. 

Digitizing tasks  
The process control system, also known as a 

bot, is new for DMK and is now established as an 
important tool for purchasing, for example. The 
supply chain for the food industry is one of the most 
dynamic and complex there is, with response times, 
consistency and accuracy all critical to ensuring 
competitiveness. Automating repetitive processes is 
one way to save significant amounts of time. In pur-
chasing, for example, bots can list the conditions, 
prices and discounts offered by contract partners 

Dennis Leier wrote a research paper 
on the use of bots – digital robots – 
while working as a trainee. His work 

plots digital progress at DMK. 

A Trainee’s 
Insights

and organize orders and 
 confirmations. That is 
very helpful, as staff had 
to enter new supplier data 
manually in the past, which 
was extremely time consum-
ing. Bots, on the other hand, 
can process information in a matter 
of seconds. Bots take on such repetitive 
task, work around the clock without a 
break and even keep processing data 
through the weekend. All that is a real 
plus for the company. 

Alwin Wendt, Senior Manager Service 
Management, has been promoting the 
use of bots for some time. “There was a 
significant risk of errors when it came to 
monotonous, repetitive work involving a 
great deal of data processing,” says Wendt. 
“Thanks to the bots, that’s no longer an 
issue.” Staff stress levels are falling while 
the potential for savings is growing. “Den-
nis Leier’s paper has really shown the ad-
vantages of bot use and also helped bring 
some structure into the project.”

That also shows how well people are 
cooperating in the organization, as all are 
interested in the new software, he says. 
Christian Braunisch, IT DevOps Engineer 
from Application Development, was the 

key person when it came 
to developing, program-
ming and technical sup-

port, adds Wendt.  
“If you’re familiar with pro-

gramming, it’s all very easy 
to understand,” says Braunisch.

No substitute for people
Leier’s work on the interaction be-

tween bots and humans serves several 
purposes. When he presents his re-
sults to the purchasing department, he 
explains that the bots are new tools for 
daily work and describes how they func-
tion. He also clarifies that the bots are 
there to make life easier and represent 
added value for staff by handling some 
activities so they can focus on more im-
portant tasks. “People are more willing 
to accept the bots thanks to the pilot pro-
ject launched two years ago. Colleagues 
see the software as a source of support, 
serving as an aid for repetitive tasks,” 
says Leier. That’s something he is proud 
of. He has spent the past two years work-
ing as a Procurement Services Partner 
and is looking closely into further areas 
where bots could lend a helping hand in 
future. 

From the top 
Dennis Leier, Procurement 
Services Partner, 
Alwin Wendt, Senior  
Manager Service  
Management, 
Christian Braunisch,  
IT DevOps Engineer.

What bots can do

Reduced operational risk 
Bots reduce human error. RPA cuts 

down on mistakes and raises  
accuracy and quality.

Reduced costs 
Automated processes lead 

to savings thanks to greater 
efficiency and productivity.

Faster processing times 
Bots carry out processes faster than 
people, which has a positive impact 

on customer satisfaction.

Scalability
As demand increases, more bots can 
be added at any time, without the 
need for prior training.

Safety
Fewer people see sensitive data, 
greater compliance as new 
regulations are implemented 
right away.

Employee satisfaction 
Bots handle repetitive and 
monotonous manual tasks, 
letting employees concentrate  
on more complex tasks.

 
“Colleagues 

see the software 
as a source of 

support, serving as an 
aid for repetitive tasks.” 

Dennis Leier,  
Procurement  

Services Partner.
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Open  
Exchange: 
Young people 
took part in a 
discussion to 
address pre-
conceptions 
about milk 
production 
and con-
sumption.

„R each out and com-
municate with us, 
don’t troll us!” is 
how 27-year-old 

Katharina Leyschulte sums up how to 
handle her generation. A young farmer 
from Westerkappeln in North Rhine 
Westphalia, she was one of the guests at 
“Let’s talk milch,” a panel discussion held 
in Hamburg at the end of April. Part of a 
campaign by the Initiative Milch, it was a 
relaxed exchange between young influ-
encers, farmers and consumers and was 
also broadcast live online. The event 
aimed to start a conversation with 
young people and get them excited 
about milk. “The industry has a duty 
to communicate here, as Generation 
Z wants to know who’s responsible 
for quality, sustainability, and 
animal welfare in production,” 
says Managing Director Kerstin 
Wriedt. She adds that dairy 
products are present in almost 
every refrigerator in the country, 
as part of a balanced, climate-
friendly diet including vegeta-
bles, fruit and cereals. 

 

Social networks as  
an opportunity

Leyschulte used the discussion as 
a chance to address and dispel mis-
conceptions about her area of work. 
She repeatedly encounters misinfor-
mation about milk production online, 
she says. “We have a modern cattle 
barn that offers the animals a species-
appropriate environment and we use 
digital tools to support our work with the 
herd.” That is something many consum-
ers are not aware of, she says.  

Talking and direct contact is enor-
mously important, says influencer Sarah 
Emmerich, 23, an expert in digital 
marketing. “In social media, you find 
bubbles of information forming that only 
give young people a one-dimensional set 
of opinions.” Often, young people are 
undecided and unsure about their eating 
habits, she says.  
When it comes to eating, Generation Z, 
which means those born between 1995 
to 2010, are guided by habit, health 
consciousness and well-being. However, 
price, taste and regionalism also matter 
to them. Nutrition represents iden-
tity and lifestyle for three quarters of 
16 – 29 year-olds, according to a survey 
by Civey research institute. Around a 
quarter pursue a vegetarian diet and 
just under four percent are vegan. 
What does all that mean for industry 
communication? 

Thinking ahead 
More contact is needed with this genera-

tion, is the conclusion drawn by Kerstin Wriedt. 
“And that is what we are doing,” she adds. The 
Initiative Milch is already present in social me-
dia platforms such as Instagram and TikTok, and 
young farmers are busy sharing their experiences on 
YouTube. In addition, further panel discussions are 
planned this summer, alongside web and podcasts 
involving famous figures such as actor Jimi Blue 
Ochsenknecht, celebrity chef Philipp Stein, barista 
Mo and DMK employees Anne Buchholz and Chris 
Siedentopp. The first five episodes of the podcast 
can be found at www.initiative-milch.de and on 
Spotify, Apple Music, Deezer and Tidal, all podcast 
platforms, alongside Instagram and TikTok, the 
more established channels social media platforms.  
Find more at @initiativemilch.

DMK is reaching out to 
Generation Z to address 
people’s concerns about 

nutrition. The Milk Initiative 
is entering a dialogue, 

through social media and 
in live talks. 

Plain talk 
on all  

platforms

A bright and cheery look to get people excited 
about milk and all related issues, is the  
approach taken by industry communication.  

Ingo Müller and Dr. Philipp Inderhees head 
out to attend conferences worldwide. 

On stage

Dairy Congress in  
Munich: Presenting  
Vision 2030  
Plant-based products are 
an integral part of the 
DMK Group’s sustainabil-
ity strategy. Dr. Philipp 
Inderhees, Global Head of 
Corporate Strategy, said 
DMK is responding to the 
trend towards vegan diets, 
in his address to dairy 

industry representatives 
at the 14th LZ Molkerei 
Kongress at the Hilton 
Munich Airport. However, 
at the same time, demand 
for protein is increasing 
worldwide, Inderhees said. 
Furthermore, DMK is com-
mitted to improving its 
ecological footprint when 
it comes to how dairy 
products are made. 

German Raiffeisen Day 
in Berlin: Cooperatives 
are driving change 
Some 270 executives from 
cooperative companies 
met academics and politi-
cians for an event called 
“Changing times – how to 
continue the transforma-
tion?” held in early June 
in Berlin. They focused 

on security of food and 
energy supply, among 
other issues. Ingo Müller, 
CEO DMK, spoke about the 
cooperative’s commitment 
to the transition to green 
energy, climate and species 
conservation. Cooperatives 
are drivers and providers 
of ideas and solutions for 
transformation, he said.

Philipp Inderhees,  
Global Head of 
Corporate Strategy, 
DMK Group 

Ingo Müller,  
CEO DMK 
 (right)

Sarah Emmerich           
Influencer

A native of Frankfurt, she 
runs an agency for influenc-
er marketing and is a social 
media expert. The 24-year-
old is committed to talking 
openly about milk on social 
media platforms. 

Katharina Leyschulte 
Farmer 

Together with her family, 
the 27-year-old runs a 
dairy farm in NRW. She 
welcomes the fact that 
more and more young 
consumers are interested 
in nutrition, animal 
welfare and climate 
protection.

Faces of the industry 
campaign
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Sales and revenues are 
currently falling in the 
market for sliced cheese. 
But MILRAM and its 
impressive products are 
managing to buck the 
trend. For the first 
time, MILRAM’s 
sliced cheese 
is a market 
leader 
in the 
German 
retail 
market. 
That is also 
thanks to a co-
ordinated market-
ing campaign spanning 
television commercials, 
trade promotions and 
expanding distribution. 
In the first quarter of 
2022, sales and turnover 
rose by 21 percent and 
17.5 percent year-on-year 
respectively. 

During that same pe-
riod, sales and turnover 
across the market fell by 
5.6 percent and 4.5 per-
cent respectively. 
The latest MILRAM 

cheese television com-
mercial plays a 

special role 
in this suc-

cess story. 
With its 
relevance, 
credibility 

and activa-
tion, it is far 

ahead of the 
TV average, accord-

ing to Opinion market 
research institute. 
Consumers also gave 
the spot high ratings. 
More and more, they 
see MILRAM as a brand 
that sets trends.

A first: MILRAM’s sliced cheese 
became a German retail market 
leader in the first quarter of 2022 
thanks to sustained high growth.

In the  
fast lane Something to sink your teeth into! 

Retailers and consumers are loving 
Uniekaas.

Uniekaas Holland  
wins a brand award

Uniekaas Holland 
has won second prize 
in the prestigious 
 “Industributie” national 
awards, in the Private 
Label Fresh category this 
year. It is the second time 
in a row, after being rec-
ognized for outstanding 
collaboration with  
the retail trade  
in 2021.

Uniekaas launches a successful tasting 
service for the Dutch retail sector.

More and more delicious! 

Taste is one of the most important foundations of the 
Uniekaas brand and that is something customers need to 
find out for themselves. Dutch retail chain PLUS paired up 
with 50 professional brand ambassadors from Uniekaas to 
provide some irresistible taste experiences. They ran the 
campaign under the banner, “The proof of the pudding is 
in the eating,” allowing customers to taste the delicious 
medium Uniekaas for themselves. The cheese won so 
many fans that the campaign is set to run again this fall.

“MILRAM 
sliced cheese is 

growing despite 
the wider trend.” 

Nicole Liedloff 
Marketing Director  
Brand Retail Europe.

Quelle: Nielsen

A big win with customers – 
the Uniekaas tasting campaign was a runaway hit.

Sales and turnover compared to Q1 2021

-5,6 %
-4,5 %

+ 2,0 %
+ 17,5 %

Turnover
Turnover

Sales

Market

Sales

BRANDWORLD
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Growing against the market trend: our cheese successes
MILRAM Müritzer, Nordlicht and Burlander.

BRANDWORLD
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MILRAM’s new “Completely Delicious”  
campaign promotes environmental awareness  
and responsibility by reducing food waste. 

Who knew? You can make limp car-
rots crisp and crunchy again - and 
you can use carrot greens to create 
a fresh and tasty pesto. Meanwhile 
it is best to keep your packaged 
cheese in the central part of your 
refrigerator. These life hacks, plus 
recipes for food that seems old, 
are set to go viral this summer via 
MILRAM’s Instagram, Pinterest 
and Facebook pages. “Completely 
Delicious” aims to inspire a sense of 
environmental responsibility when 
it comes to food, so less “good” 
food winds up in the garbage can.  
“We set out to conserve resources 
to help nature and the environ-
ment,” says Gabriele Siegmann, 
Marketing Manager BU Brand.

Inspiring the community
The videos, pictures, hacks, recipes 
and challenges all provide food for 
thought when it comes to turn-
ing food that may seem old into 
appealing meals. MILRAM is also 
working on sustainable packaging, 
saving material and continuously 
improving recyclability. The new 
400-gram porridge cup already uses 
around 30% less plastic compared to 
conventional cups. MILRAM is also 
taking to social media to tell users 
more about packaging, whether 
it can be recycled and how best to 

 dispose of it. “Sometimes consumers 
wonder why the MILRAM porridge 
cup comes with an extra cardboard 
sleeve, or want to know more about 
the lid on our spring quark,” says 
Siegmann. “We want to share our 
knowledge and engage with people 
as equals.” MILRAM is also working 
together with farmers to promote 
biodiversity, creating flowering 
meadows to give insects a home. 
Insect hotels are also being offered 
as prizes to excite social media 
users about these issues. Readers 
learn that the wooden houses can 
serve as a retreat for insects of all 
kinds, protecting them from harm.

UHT cream is a core product 
in the Oldenburger brand.

Even more 
Oldenburger 
UHT cream

Our goal is to support and  
inspire chefs worldwide who 
are using our dairy products.  
A request came from China 
for a more stable UHT cream 
for fancy cakes and desserts 
and to top beverages. Old-
enburg Professional Perfor-
mance Whipping Cream is 
DMK International’s response, 
a first-class new product for 
the Chinese catering trade. It 
can be whipped easily and its 
creamy, stable foam is perfect 
for desserts and creating ro-
settes on cakes, for example. 
The whipped cream can re-
tain its shape and consistency 
for up to three days when 
kept cool. 

Extra stable: Whipped cream  
for the Chinese market.

MILRAM ON THE ROAD TO 

On Instagram and other platforms, 
MILRAM shares better ways to 
store food. 
 
The social media campaign  
shares a series of ways to  
enjoy eating cheese.

PREPARATION
Separate the stalks from 
the carrot greens. Discard 
the stems. Peel the garlic 
and mix with the mint, 
a pinch of salt and the 
cashew nuts. Place it all 
in a blender. 

Finely grate the lemon 
peel, squeeze the juice 
and add the olive oil.
 
Finely puree your pesto, 
then stir in some Parme-
san cheese and MILRAM 
spring quark. 

Ingredients 
4 people

 • 1 bunch of carrots  
plus greens 

 • 1 clove of garlic

 • 3 sprigs of mint

 • salt

 • 1 handful of  
cashew nuts

 • ½ lemon

 • approx. 100 ml olive oil

 • 30 g grated  
Parmesan cheese

 •  1 pack of MILRAM 
spring quark

CARROT GREEN PESTO

The social media  
campaign features  

recipes for sustainable 
cuisine such  
as this dish:

HOW TO

Bring older food 
 to the front!

           SUSTAINABILITY

MILRAM offered two insect hotels 
as prizes in social media to promote 
biodiversity.

And if you forget a product at the back 

of the refrigerator, and it has reached 

or passed its best-before date?

KEEP AN OVERVIEW

BRANDWORLD BRANDWORLD
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People are feeling the pinch due to 
inflation. Does that automatically 
mean sales of private label goods 
will rise?
Rodehüser: : That’s the trend for the basic 
ranges. Inflation is galloping towards 10 
percent so our shoppers are again turning 
more to products that cost less. The question 
people are asking is: “How much can I spend each 
month, where can I save and where do I have to cut back?” 
Germans tend to spend on vacations while saving on food, 
that’s well-known.
Keller: This shows the advantage of being a broad-based food 
producer. What counts is that even with all these short-term 
changes, we don’t lose sight of our long-term strategy, namely 
to generate the best possible returns from the business. DMK 
is managing to generate more returns from the private label 
business through our “manage to value” goal and thanks to 
our reliable product concepts. And that adds up to a better 
payout price for our farmers.

Production is costing more due to the raw  
materials situation and bottlenecks on world  
markets. Will that mean higher prices for private 
label goods? 
Rodehüser: Products in supermarkets already cost more. For 
us, as a cooperative, we are experiencing severe upheaval in 
several areas. On the farms, higher prices mainly affect feed, 
fertilizers and energy. We’re seeing the same thing in the pro-
cessing industry, especially in terms of energy, raw materi-
als beyond raw milk, and packaging. At the same time, we are 
focusing on security of supply, but we’re also trying to keep 
transforming agriculture and nutrition in the name of sustain-
ability. That is also costing farmers and dairies a lot of money.

Are retailers willing to accept surcharges  
on private label goods?
Keller: Private label goods face exactly the same market 
mechanisms as any other range. The fact that everything 

not only has its price but also its value is 
something that retailers can well under-
stand. 

What retail product categories do 
you produce private label goods for?

Rodehüser: We see ourselves as a reliable, 
broad-based partner for the extensive milk and 

cheese products ranges – we call them the white 
and yellow lines. We also want to develop another prod-

uct category we would describe as “green line,” based on the 
current trend. We have a “green line” for plant-based goods. 
They might be small right now but there is definitely potential 
there. We also focus on protein in our product portfolio. All 
our retail partners are interested in these trends, too, so we 
are in talks with them all. 

When it comes to marketing,  
what kind of communication support  
do you offer retail partners? 
Keller: Retailers address different target groups and needs, 
depending on the product concept. This can be very targeted, 
when it comes to social media. We conduct a great deal of 
market research so we gain as deep an understanding of our 
customers as possible. That helps us create a sales narrative. 

So you can’t do anything nowadays without social 
media and influencer campaigns?
Rodehüser: Exactly! Retail partners are very active in this 
area but consumers who are really enthusiastic about food 
also seek out new product ideas and are keen to comment on 
them on social media. Influencers have a particularly strong 
impact on Generation Z, we see in our market research stud-
ies. They have taught us a lot!

DMK is right at the top of milk and  
dairy product  rankings. How important  
are private label goods within  
the overall portfolio?  
Thorsten Rodehüser: They are very important. Private label 
brands made up more than 70 percent of sales in many milk 
and cheese product segments. There are few areas with such  
a large proportion of private label goods. 

In the past, private label  
goods were seen as cheap, no-name products … 
Stefan Keller: That has totally changed! Food retailers 
now use private label goods to distinguish themselves. 
The term “no-name” is out of date. We prefer 
to speak of “retail brands.” Our Private Label 
Business Unit is doing really well. It is a cor-
nerstone of our Strategy 2030 and provides 
the stability we need, especially at times 
when people are having to count their pen-
nies again.

Most polls say sustainability is the 
most important thing to consumers. 
There’s also demand for organic, 
vegetarian and vegan food … 

Rodehüser: Absolutely. More sustainable packaging and the cli-
mate also come high on that list. Meanwhile, consumers don’t 
perceive a difference between brand and private label goods.. 

Everyone’s making plant-based alternative products. 
How is DMK responding to that trend?
Keller: Dairy products are definitely our focus. We come “from 
milk,” you might say, we know exactly how a good pudding 

dessert has to taste. We have all that knowledge and capa-
bility. But product categories never stop evolving. We can 
use our know-how whether it’s for milk- or plant-based 
products. That’s why we decided to enter the market. 

Developing plant-based products is an absolute must in 
order to meet consumers’ needs and to stay com-

petitive. The vast majority of consumers are not 
purely vegan. Many shoppers enjoy plant-based 

products as a source of variety and to enhance 
their diet.

Which customer groups tend to  
opt for private label goods? 
Keller: A wide range, because there’s such a 
diverse range of private label goods, they are 
geared to all consumers’ needs. Here, too, 
shoppers appreciate quality and reliability.

The benefits of being a broad-based food 
 producer are becoming ever clearer. A  closer 

look at what shoppers are choosing in 
 supermarkets in these challenging times.

Advantage DMK
 

“The term 
no-name is out 

of date. We prefer 
to speak of retail 

brands.”  
Stefan Keller 

Commercial Director  
Private Label.

 
“How much 

can I spend in a 
month, where can I 
save and where do I 
have to cut back?” 

Thorsten Rodehüser 
COO BU Private Label.

BRANDWORLD BRANDWORLD
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 · 150 g MILRAM-Quark 
 
 

 · 200 g of your  
favorite frozen  
fruit 
 

 · 1 tablespoon  
lemon juice 
 

 · 1 tablespoon of sugar
 · Some chocolate,  

chopped finely

Text: Stephanie Riedel 

1Put the quark and  
frozen fruit into a  
blender and add the 
lemon juice and sugar.  

3Chop the chocolate  
into small pieces  
and add it to your  
frozen quark mix. 

2 Briefly puree all  
the ingredients. 

4Pour your frozen 
quark into glasses.  
Try topping your  
summer treat with 

cream, sauce or fresh berries.

Ingredients

 

Enjoy!

Yummy!

Try frozen quark as a delicious a 
lternative to ice cream on these 
hot days! Thanks to its high protein 
 content, this tasty summer treat  
will power you through the day.

Visit dmk.de to find a 
video of this recipe! 

How is consumer behavior changing?  
The GfK analyzes shoppers’ purchasing habits  
amid the pandemic, war and inflation.

Summer vacation  
or shopping –  
where inflation  
hits hardest

L ife is getting more and more 
expensive, with prices soar-
ing and the inflation rate 
rising.  Some 86 percent of 

people are worried about how the 
prices of everyday consumer goods 
are increasing, according to a recent 
poll. Half of respondents said they 
plan to change the way they shop. 
Put plainly, that means saving.  
However, people also don’t want to 
make cut back on their leisure activi-
ties, having already missed out on so 
much due to the restrictions intro-
duced to prevent the spread of the 
coronavirus. 

Many are left feeling they would pre-
fer to tighten their belts at home and 
look for low-cost alternatives.  

Shoppers are increasingly opting for 
private label products, a trend that 
works well for food producers offering 
a broad range of goods, such as DMK, 
which has a diverse range of brands 
and private label products.  
Take butter, for example:  
The average price of branded 
butter rose by 8 percent between 
February 2021 and February 
2022, while for private 
label butter, it rose by 
almost 21 percent. 

And yet, if a household switched 
from branded butter in February 2021 
to private label butter in February 
2022, they would pay around 9 percent 
less. People have been trading down 
more and more in recent months.

There’s more good news, too. Con-
trary to expectations, shoppers’ desire 
to save is not affecting DMK brands 
such as MILRAM. That’s because they 
are established products or market 
leaders, according to GfK. What about 
organic and veggie products? After all, 
vegetarianism was still very much in 
vogue in the first quarter of 2022. Sales 
of meat and cheese substitutes, vegan 
confectionery / veggie fruit gums 
and plant-based dairy products were 
all rising, despite the wider trend. 
Plant-based dairy alternatives are 
performing particularly well. 

When it comes to organic goods, 
what is most surprising is that consum-
er behavior does not depend on house-
hold income. Consumers value high 

quality organic private label goods no 
matter whether they earn a lot or a lit-
tle. However, low price alternatives are 
particularly popular in this area. 

Do it yourself

Cool 
Quark

for 2 portions

50 %  
of consumers plan to change 

the way they shop.

8 %  
is how much the average 
price of branded butter 

increased between February 
2021 and 2022.

21 % 
is how much the price  
of private label butter  
increased during the  

same period.

Source: GFK 2022

GFK CONSUMER INDEX DO IT YOURSELF
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DMK on Instagram

Users discuss  
milk on social  
media
platforms

Masthead

Milk on Social MediaIn the media

From regional newspapers to international magazines, the 
media often reports about DMK. In the past few weeks, the 
focus was on the energy crisis, the milk price and the presence 
of vegan MILRAM products at a trade fair.

Top Agrar Online, Energy crisis: 
Warm living rooms are one thing - 
empty refrigerators are another,  
1 June, 2022
The Ukraine war and the sanctions 
on Russia are challenging for food 
industry supply chains. Dairies 
like DMK are recognised as part 
of critical infrastructure, says 
Oliver Bartelt, DMK’s head of 
communications.

Lebensmittel Praxis,  
DMK Group appoints a  
new COO, 17 June, 2022 
Frans Vlaar is the new 
Chief Operating Officer 
of the Industry Business 
Unit, as of 1 August 2022. 
The Dutchman replaces 
Alexander Godow, who left 
the DMK Group last year 
at his own request. Vlaar 
was previously CCO of 
Centrient Pharmaceuticals, 

a provider of sustainable, 
generic pharmaceuticals.

vegconomist, DMK 
Group presents plant-
based alternatives to 
trade representatives, 
30 May, 2022
DMK presented 
puddings, rice desserts 
and an oat-based 
cocoa drink to industry 
representatives for 
the first time at the 
international trade fair 
PLMA “World of Private 
Label” in Amsterdam.

TWITTER
www.twitter.com/
DMK_Milch
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LINKEDIN
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Join the  
conversation!

DMK at the
PLMA in 

Amsterdam

“Denkfutter” the DMK podcast

#initiativemilch
#letstalkmilch
1 June

#workatdmk
#training
19 May

agrarheute.com, Warum der Milchpreis 
im Norden plötzlich höher ist als im 
Süden, 12. April, 2022 
The Bremen-based Deutsche Milch- 
kontor was among the best-paying 
dairies in February 2022, paying signif-
icantly more than the national average 
in Germany in February 2022. There was 
a price difference of more than 3 cents 
per liter between milk cooperatives in 
northern and southern  Germany, due 
to the rise in export products such as 
milk powder.

INSTAGRAM
www.instagram.com/
team_dmkgroup

Lebensmittelzeitung, 
DMK as an important 
supplier of private la-
bel goods, 13 May, 2022 
The DMK Group’s private 
label goods in the milk 
and dairy category have 
a high share of sales 
among the milk, cheese 
and also plant-based al-
ternative product lines.

@initiativemilch

#vocatium
#trainingfair
30 March

Social icon

Circle
Only use blue and/or white.

For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

Let’s Talk
Milch 

Podcast 
MILRAM How’s it going? Tasty!

Regional Managers of the Cooperative*

JENS RUGE
Mecklenburg- 
Vorpommern /
Brandenburg und  
Schleswig-Holstein

+49 3991 / 154-41211 
jens.ruge@dmk.de

DETLEV BOSSE
Elbe-Weser

+49 4480 / 81-64160 
detlev.bosse@dmk.de

KERSTIN GRABARSE
Thüringen / 
Sachsen-Anhalt / 
Hessen / Sachsen

+49 361 / 5977-16285 
kerstin.grabarse@
dmk.de

CLEMENS  
NIEDERWESTBERG
Weser-Ems

+49 5401 / 854-59132 
clemens.niederwest-
berg@dmk.de

JULIA RIDDER
Nordrhein- 
Westfalen / 
Süd-Niedersachsen

+49 5401 / 854 59180 
julia.ridder@dmk.de

*The regional managers are the principle points of contact for all the concerns of milk suppliers and shareholders 
of our company.

Your contact to  
the editors

Your contact for all  
MILCHWELT-related topics

OLIVER BARTELT
Global Head of 
Corporate Communications
+ 49 421 243 – 2310

oliver.bartelt@dmk.de

KATRIN POPPE
Internal Communications Manager
+ 49 421 243 – 2143

katrin.poppe@dmk.de

DMK DEUTSCHES
MILCHKONTOR GMBH
Flughafenallee 17,
28199 Bremen, Germany

Service for Employees
Hotline for employee issues, 
such as pension scheme,  
parental leave, labor contracts

FIRST LEVEL SUPPORT
Monday to Thursday, 8am – 4pm
Friday, 8am to 2pm
+ 49428172 – 57100
mitarbeiterservice@dmk.de

MILCHWELT INTERNATIONAL
Alongside English, MILCHWELT 
Magazine is of course available 
in the original German lan-
guage and now in Dutch, too. 
You can find all the editions 
available for download as  
PDFs at  www.milchwelt.de

Social icon

Circle
Only use blue and/or white.

For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

Social icon

Circle
Only use blue and/or white.

For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

SERVICESERVICE
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In search  
of the sun!

1  x Foldable E-Bike
Leon Koetting Ostereistedt

10 x  MILRAM Beach towel
Martin Linsel Andisleben 
Sabine Dickmann Wangersen
Cor vd Laar Waalwijk
Gerrich Görtz Westerstede 
Lukas Schiewe Bohmte
Marco Dopp Altentreptow
Diekmann Carsten Hatten-Sandkrug
Vera Schüttel Löningen
Hildburg Janßen Ovelgönne
Sven Werbach Zimmernsupra

10 x  WMF Travel Mug
Mario Kaufmann Plaue
Patrick Hilbert Hohenwestedt
Oke Pauls Bredstedt 
Mihriban Avkaya Buchholz in der Nordheide
Ole Linda Flensburg
Andreas Thale Lingen
Jörn Kuhlmann Edewecht
Silvana Schierenberg Lohne
Hildegard Feuersträter Westkirchen
Aileen Kuck Ovelgönne

Congratulations 
 to the winners of  
our last contest:

Here’s how:  
Preparation time: 30 minutes + 1 hour to marinate 

Step 1:  
Pour the olive oil into a 
bowl and add half of the 
raspberries. Mash them 
with a fork. Add 1 tea-
spoon of the mustard, salt 
and pepper and combine. 
Spread the raspberry mix 
over the steaks and let 
them rest for 1 hour. 

Step 2: 
Wash the parsley, shake it 
dry then chop it finely. Mix 
the MILRAM three-onion 
quark with 1 tablespoon 
of the parsley, the rest of 
the mustard, then coarsely 
chop the raspberries and 
mix it all together. Refrig-
erate until ready to serve. 

Step 3: 
For the herb crust, toss 
the remaining parsley 
with MILRAM Good 
Butter, MILRAM Grated 
Cheese PizzaLiebe and the 

breadcrumbs. Heat the 
barbecue and take the 
steaks out of the mari-
nade. Depending on how 
rare you like your steak, 
cook over high heat for 
between 1 and 4 minutes 
on each side. 

Step 4: 
Spread the cheese crust 
mixture on the grilled 
steaks and close the lid 
of the barbecue for 1 to 
2 minutes so that the 
cheese can melt. Let the 
steaks with the herb 
crust rest for 5 minutes 
then serve with the onion 
quark dip. Enjoy! 
Difficulty level: EasySend us a picture:

  Readers
Pictures

We feature the best pictures sent to us by DMK readers at the front of the maga-
zine*. Send us your favorite photo and briefly tell us who and what is in the picture. 
We would also love to hear why you like the image and what it means to you. 
Capture a special moment, whether it’s an artistic still life, a lively group shot or a 
moment of delight – your creativity knows no limits!
*(e.g. see FACTS & FIGURES pages 6-7). Eligible: Employees + cooperative members of the DMK Group

Summer time is all about  
sunshine. All that heat and 
light makes dairy farmers smile 
too. After all, it’s thanks to the 
sunshine that agriculture exists 
at all. As with everything in life, 
it’s all about the right amount. 

At DMK we are doing everything 
we can to protect the planet so 

the sun can keep on shining on a 
safe and healthy planet in future, 

too. We promote biodiversity, we’re 
reducing emissions and we’re conserving 

resources. That’s great news for the sun 
and everything beneath it. Find pictures of 

a smiling sunshine dotted throughout this 
magazine (pages 6–55) for a chance to win one of 
a slew of summery prizes.
 

Send us the number:  

By email to:  
milchwelt@dmk.de,  
with “Puzzle” in the subject line

or by post to: 
DMK Deutsches  
Milchkontor GmbH 
Katrin Poppe  
Flughafenallee 17  
28199 Bremen

Important: Please include your first 
name and surname, address and 
DMK location!

Deadline for entries:  
4 September 2022
Only employees and cooperative members of the 
DMK Group are eligible to participate

Ingredients  
2 portions 

• 1  tablespoon olive oil 

• 100 g raspberries

• 2 teaspoons mustard

• Salt, pepper

• 2 Steaks  
(e.g. rump steak)

• ¼ bunch parsley

• 1 pot MILRAM  
3 onions quark

• 2 tablespoons  
MILRAM Good Butter 

• 75 g MILRAM grated 
cheese PizzaLiebe

• 2 tablespoons  
breadcrumbs

Goodbye, bratwurst! If you’re planning to treat yourself 
and your loved ones to a special summer dinner, try this 
steak recipe instead. These crispy grilled steaks coated in 
fresh herbs will be a real winner. The irresistible combina-
tion of parsley, cheese and our popular three-onion quark 
goes perfectly with the sweetness of the raspberry dip. 

Here’s how: 
Email your picture to:   
milchwelt@dmk.de  
with “Reader photo” in  
the subject line. 

Important: 
1. Please include your first name and 
surname, address, job title and DMK 
location!
2. The picture has to be high resolu-
tion and in landscape format. 
3. No photo collages please! 
Deadline for entries: 15 October 2022

The solution number from the  
last competition is:  21

10 x
MILRAM 
Wall clock

MILRAM
Cool box

10 x
MILRAM
Parasol  
and base 

LINK
Find more  
recipes at  

www. milram.de

A magical 
marinade!

Match juicy herb-crusted steaks with 
a tasty raspberry dip for the highlight 
of your next barbecue night. 

3 x

PUZZLE RECIPE
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Apprenticeships 
Apprenticeships 20232023

Apply Now!
Apply Now!

MILKMILK IS MOREIS MORE
THINK!THINK!THANTHAN YOUYOU

COLORFUL,COLORFUL,

16 APPRENTICESHIPS IN FIVE AREAS 
provide a first class route into a promising career.

Administration and Human Resources, Warehousing and Logistics, Technology & Electronics, 
IT, Food Technology & Nutrition. We are looking forward to your application, or pass this on  
to anyone you know who might be interested in these roles.

For further details and to apply, visit: milch-vereint.de
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